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DATES: CATEGORIES:g PERSONS/ENTITIES:
$IcCone Nhuu
Coloy Hillsman

Kennedy, John F. Tung
SyicNamarra Diem

DIEM
11 Sept 63

OCCURRENCE:
w M S In a Presidential meeting on Vietnam with the CIA participants
&eing McCone and Colby the record by Colby reflects that McNamarra pointed out that 
ELodge has little contact with Diem and has not been out of Saigon. Mr. McCone conmented 
J; hat he believed that we should move cautiusly, that we should talk seriously to Diem 
sand that Lodge should be urged to visit the countryside to obtain a more realistic 
«view of the effects of suspending aid. Mr. McCone also suggested that another approach 
*be made to Nhu 1 to seek his cooperation ina departure. The President asked whether we 
had carefully studied the detail effects of cuts in aid (as proposed in a paper prepared 
by Hillsman). It was evident that the effects had not been studies. The President 
asked DOD and CIA to analyze the Hillsman paper. He also asked that a telegram be sent 
to Lodge asking him to try to reduce the press leakage from Saigon and to establish some 
real contact with Diem. Any current plans for aid negotiation should be stalled, and the 
PresidepOiMCIgpuld be well informed of any steps taken ixi Lhls cunt 
instance involving CIA payment to Col Tung last week.

Ufa the

IG Report 1967 (CIA), p. 21-22
FILE:

DATE: Dawson
6/27/75



DATES: CATEGORIES:tn PERSONS/ENTITIES
kC KENNEDY, JOHN F.
(JI KENNEDY, ROBERT F.
© MC CONE, JOHN
0 
n

DIEM
H 
&

5 Oct 1963
j' ■

m OCCURRENCE: Qn or a.t>ou.fc October 5, 1963 when the telegram of October 5 and 6 were sent 
«to Saigon, MO CONE was called over by PRESIDENT KENNEDY and met privately with PRESIDENT 
pKENNEDY and the Attorney General, ROBERT F. KENNEDY, and took the position that the CIA 
01 should take a hands off position as far as the assassination of DIEM was concerned. MO CONE 
^"felt that the President agreed with ny position, despite the fact that he had great reser- 

vations concerning DIEM and his conduct. I urged him to try to bring all the pressure we
" could on DIEM to change his ways, to encourage more sipport throughout the country. PJy pre- 
^cise words to the President, and I remember them very clearly, was that Mr. President, if I 

was manager of a baseball team, I had one pitcher, I'd keep him in the box whether he was a 
good pitcher or not. By that I was saying that, if DIEM was removed we. would have not one 
coup, but we would have a succession of coups and political disorder in Vietnam, and it might, 
last several years as indeed it did. So it was for that reason that I felt there would be

SOURCE: STAFF:
R. DAWSON

Hearings, SSCI, Friday, June 6, 1975, McCone, Vol. 1, 2 of 5 DATE:
FILE: pp. 62-32 29 June 1975

. OCCURRENCE: more stability if DIEM could be persuaded to change his ways than remove him 
and hope that sone groip of generals could run the country better."

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

Card 2 of 2

SOURCE:

PTT.P •

'Staff':

natc .



I PERSONS/ENTITIES:
g MC CONE, JOHN
w DIEM (ji

DATES:

5 Oct 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM v

OCCURRENCE: October 5, 1963, MC CONE sent, to some locations, including SAIGON the
following message: "Believe assassination discussions most careful handling. In general 
best line is no line so that it is clear that we are sticking to position of having no
responsibility for actions of any of various contending Vietnamese groups. We certainly can
not be in the position of stimulating, approving, or supporting assassination, but on the
other hand, we are in no way responsible for stopping every such threat of which we might 
receive even partial knowledge. We certainly would not favor assassination of DIEM. We be
lieve in gaging ourselves by taking position on this matter opens door too easily for probes 
of our position re others, re support of regime, etc. Consequently, believe best approach
is hands off. However, we naturally interested in Intelligence on any sucho^an, 
sage has been cleared with State Department." 1

•This mes-

SOURCE:
Hearing held before Senate Select Conmlttee Intelligence, 
•June 6, 1975, McCone, p. 60.
RTT.R" ’ ’ ’

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
MINH, GENERAL
CONEIN
NGO DINH CAN
NGO DINH NHU

DATES:

October 3-4 
1963

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

2AT,E.: 29 June 1975

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: On October 3-4, 1963, CONEIN was asked to contact BIG MINH and did so by himsel 
at MINH's headquarters. ' "At that tine, BIG MINH explained to ire that they had had, that
there was going to be a coup d'etat, that they didn’t want this to be an American sponsored
coup d'etat, they wanted to be assured of American backing, specifically in the part where 
it comes to military and economic aid after the coup had been successful." p. 24 "What the 
GENERAL meant, he actually did not want U.S. participation in the coup d'etat. He did not 
want the U.S. government to start the coup d'etat. He also outlined three general ideas, 
this was the first time that a leader had mentioned the possibility of assassination. This
assassination was not of DIEM. This was — if they could not do anything, it would be the 
elimination of NGO DINH CAN, who was the war lord in central Vietnam and NGO DINH NHU. At 
that time GENERAL MINH did say that one of the alternative means was to eliminate CAN and
NHU and keep DIEM." That was one of the alternatives, p. 25

SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

DATE:
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OCCURRENCE : i '7 "~
In an August 31, 1963, CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG 0^99), the following message appears:

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

CIA - Saigon Station 31 Aug. 1963 DIEM
VIETNAMESE GENERALS

2_s.
"This particular coup is finished... .GENERALS did not feel ready and did not have sufficient 
balance of forces....There is little doubt that GVN aware US role and may have considerable 
detail...." (15)

FILE:

SOURCE: i.g. REPORT 196?, Part C., p. 15 STAFF: Dawson

DATE: 28.6.75



g OCCURRENCE:
w On August 29, 1963, the following report was listed within the Saigon Station's chronology
w August 1963 coup activities as follows:

s ■ DEHTLL 243
* PERSONS/ENTITIES: DEPTEL 256

§ RICHARDSON TAYLOR LODGE
g SPERA HARKINS

CONEIN TRUEHEART
1 jX Wrf

DATES:

29 Aug. 1963

! ^CATEGORIES:

CARD 1 of 2 ' N

£ "At 07^5 hours, RICHARDSON, SPERA and CONEIN, latter two of whom were scheduled to contact 
GENERALS MINH and KHIEM at 0815 same morning, were shown a message from GENERAL TAYLOR to

« GENERAL HARKINS stating aspects of Vietnam situation being reviewed at WHITE HOUSE and com- 
« menting that second thoughts were beginning in Washington. Faced with this information and 
„ given strictly limited time factors, RICHARDSON decided that the meeting with GENERALS MINH 

and KHIEM should not be postponed but that contacting officers would make this meeting a 
fact-finding mission without encouraging or discouraging GENERAL MINH.

"When SPERA and CONEIN returned from their meeting with KHIEM and MINH, (con't.)

I.G. REPort 1967, Part C., p. 12

FILE:

STAFF: n 
----------- Dawson

DATE: 28.6.75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

CARD 2 of (I / |7

OCCURRENCE:

we proceeded to TRUEHEART's office to make our report. The AMBASSADOR came in and RICHARDSON 
advised him of our meeting with GENERAL WEEDE, of TAYLOR's cable, and of the decisions which 
RICHARDSON had made as a result of the TAYLOR cable. LODGE was angry and expressed the view 
that RICHARDSON'S decision had destroyed the possibilities of carrying out a coup. RICHARDSON 
expressed a firm dissenting opinion." (12)

SOURCE: STAFF:

RTT.K .



"Important WHITE HOUSE meeting on subject scheduled for 1200 28 August EDT, your views

....DUTIES:
* TAYWR, Maxwell DEPTEL 243
* IIAI1KZNS, John
w®
£ DEFENSE DEPARTMENT Participation
w JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
es_____________________________________________

DATES:
28 Aug. 1963

CATEGORIES:

___MJ LLli____ sikLJ'’ f .
n OCCURRENCE: ® W
£ The following telegram was sent from TAYLOR to HARKINS (JCS 3368-63) on August 28, 1963:

xg
£Z

V
5£

n

urgently needed on overall feasibility of operation contemplated....FYI State to Saigon 
243 was prepared without DOD or JCS participation. Authorities are now having second 
thoughts." (11)

ei
CO
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i onoUNS/ENTITlES:

LODGE, Henry Cabot 
DIEM

DATES:

26 August 1963

CATEGORIES:
DIEM /

Occurrence:
On August 26, 1963, AMBASSADOR LODGE presented his credentials to SOUTH VIETNAMESE PRESIDENT 
NGO DINH DIEM. (8)

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, Part C, p. 8 STAFF: Dawson

FILE: DATE: 28.6.75

On August 26, 1963, in a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG 030A),

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
RT.CHAIWSON, John KHANH
LODGE, Henry Cabot DEI-TEL 2^3
CONEIN, CIA officer in Saigon
KHIHM
SPERA. CIA officer in Saigon

DATES:
26 Aug. 1963

C

DIEM

TO
ATEGORIE

*J| 
r

S_:

'TU/Of■--- ? Li .A L m J
OCCURRENCE:

"RICHARDSON reports that the AMBASSADOR decided that the American official hand should not 
show in the operation. It was agreed that CONEIN would see KHIEM and that SPERA would see 
KHANH. CONEIN and SPERA were directed to convey the substance of DEPTEL 2JL3, plus this 
comment: ’We cannot be of any help during initial action of assuming power of state.
Entirely their own action, win or lose.'" (9)

SOURCE: I>G> repqrt 1967j Part Cj p. 9 • Dawson



OCCURRENCE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES:
RICHARDSON, Jolm DIEM
LODGE, Henry Cabot CIA
TRUEHART, William

25 August 1963

HARKINS, Gen. Paul D. (Comnander, MAC A’ 
WEEDE, Gen.

)

DIEM

CATEGORIES:

On August 25, 1963, the following/cable from Saigon (SAIG 0296) had the message below: 

"RICHARDSON reports the results of a conference among AMBASSADOR’ LODGE, DCM TRUEHART, GENERAL 
HARKINS, GENERAL WEEDE, and RICHARDSON. The .group agreed that giving DIEM an option had no 
chance of success. They accepted DEPTEL 243 (pf 24 August'} as a basic decision from Washingtoi 
and would proceed to do their best to carry out instructions. RICHARDSON gives headquarters 
his views on possible successor regimes." (7-8)

SOURCE? I.G. REPORT 196?, pp. 7-8 

Part C

FILE:

STAFF): Dawson

DATE: 28.6.75

r*
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OCCURRENCE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
HARRIMAN, Averell KENNEDY, John F.
HILSMAN, Roger ' TAYLOR, Maxwell
McCONE, John (Mil. ass't to
McNAMARA, Robert Pres.)
RUSK, Dean GILPATRIC, Roswell

DATES:

24-25 August 
1963

CATEGORIES:

, DIEM
S (jl j krdf 1 p':, 

(CARD 1 jjf h rV f '7? ’-f, •), Ik,

The I.G. REPORT of 196? (CIA) contains the following description of the events of August 25, 
1963, from a book by MARGUERITE HIGGINS: "The crucial act, with its overtones of Greek 
tragedy, opened with a cable. It was dispatched to Saigon late in the evening .of August 24, 
1963, a date made more significant because it was a Saturday. Washington usually-empties on 
summer weekends or lapses into a somnolent mood as officials desperately seek relaxation.

"The telegram contained spectacular new instructions for the U.S. EMBASSY in SAIGON. 
It was draw up at a meeting called by Under-secretary of State AVERELL HARRIMAN and ROGER 
HILSMAN, Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs and head of the Vietnam task 
force. The President's senior advisers were, for the most part, out of town. CIA DIIIECTOR 
JOHN McCONE was in California. DEFENSE SECRETARY ROBERT MCNAMARA was on vacation. (con't)

A

OCCURRENCE:

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, pp. 5-6

FILE:

STAFF: paw5on

: 28.6.75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

(cont)
HELMS, Richard
Dim
NHU

DATES: CATEGORIES:

(CARD 2 of i) cAmLHw $

SECRETARY OF’ STATE DEAN RUSK was attending a baseball game in New York. PRESIDENT KENNEDY 
was at Hyannis Port. GENERAL TAYLOR says he knew nothing of the meeting until it was over 
and the telegram long on its way.

CM

U & fl &

"... the cable proved historic. For the first time it gave the signal to 
'unleash' the Vietnamese military, flashed a green light for the coup against DIEM of which 
the generals had been talking for so many years. **

"... the cable of August 24 was a radical revision of the previous philosophy 
of one war at a time. It envisaged the generals' making war on their own government, and 
with the implicit blessing of the United States.

M3

CM

CM 
tn

■s HOO a

"The substance of the cable was that the U.S. EMBASSY was to make an effort (con't.) a 
U-)

£



PhKSQNS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES: *

(CARD 3 of kn L A f F.

Occurrence':
;o persuade DIEM to fire his brother, release the Buddhist rebels, end press censorship, and 
restore other democratic liberties suspended under martial law. And if, as the cable antici
pated , DIEM would not. do these things, then the EMBASSY was to contact the VIETNAMESE GENERALS 
ind tell them that the United States would no longer stand in the way of a revolt.

. the controversial August 2A cable was dispatched from Washington Saturday
evening after? being cryptically summarized to PRESIDENT KENNEDY at the summer White House at 
lyannis Port.

"The ACTING SECRETARY OB' DEFENSE, ROSWELL GILPATRIC ... had the cable described
;o him over the telephone. MR. GILPATRIC says he was frankly surprised that such an (con’t.)

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: ~ ------—-----------------

Important set of instructions should be rushed out on a weekend. But he did not feel that he 
pught to veto the telegram since ... it had the ’approval of the PRESIDENT.’

"In McCONE’s absence, the cable was described, again cryptically, to RICHARD HELMS,
)EPUTY DIRECTOR of the CIA, who also did not feel disposed to veto something ’approved bv 
;he PRESIDENT.’" (5-6) U 7

CARD if of 4

50
95

5 Dod
d:

 3
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OCCURRENCE: b] gj bLH* ^IF|FT E'
In a State telegram to Saigon (DEPTEL 243), on August 24, 1963,'the'TcftlowinSDmdSsd^e^

"The DEPARTMENT informs the AMBASSADOR that the U.S. Government cannot tolerate a situation

PERSONS/ENTITIES:_________________ DATES: CATEGORIES:

LODGE, Henry Cabot (Amb. to SVN)
NHU 
DIEM 
ideppge M3

24 August 1963 ' Die**

(•Mo ft 4 << A f i?■! '' ■

in which power lies in NHU's hands. If DI04 is unwilling to rid himself of NHU, then DM 
himself may have to go. The AMBASSADOR is authorized: (1) to inform the GVN that actions 
against BUDDHISTS must be redressed; (2) to tell key military leaders that the USG cannot 
support a DIEM regime that includes the NHU's and that 'we will give them direct support 
in any interim period of breakdown central government mechanism;* (3) to make statements in 
Saigon removing the military taint on the pagoda raids."

"The telegram includes the following statement: ’The AMBASSADOR and COUNTRY TEAM should 
urgently examine all possible alternative leadership and make detailed plans as to how (con’t.)

SOURCE: l.G. REPORT 196?, Part C, pp. 4-5 Dawson

DATE: 28.6.75
FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

OCCURRENCE: (con't from card 1)
we might bring about DIEM's replacement if this should become necessary. You will under
stand that we cannot from Washington give you detailed instructions as to how this opera
tion should proceed, but you will also know we will back you to the hilt on actions you take 
to achieve our objectives."' (4-5)

CARD 2 of 2

IW
 50

95
5 Doc

ld
:3

24
23

61
5 Pag

e 14



J
Higgins states that the Xa Loi pagoda, based on her experiences, was more a political 
command post than a holy place. It was the headquar 'from which the militant l‘
Thich Tri Quang and others had run their political war against the Diem regime.
According to Higgins, Thich Tri Quang told an Austrian journalist by the name of 
Denis Warner early in August that he hoped in the process "they would kill one or two 
of us."
Higgins goes on to note that the State Department regarded the actions against a dozen 
pagodas a betrayal of Diem's promise to reconciliate the Buddhists. (Page 181)

FEHSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
Thich Tri Quang 
Diem

Aug. 21, 1963 Diem ,

SOURCE: Qur Vietnam Nightmare by Marguerite Higgins, 
Harper and Rowe

FILE:

STAFF : Dawson

DATE: July 3, 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
("GENERAL TON THAT DINH, MILITARY

GOVERNOR OF SAIGON , COMMANDERS 3RD
Lcorps

CONEIN Lod^, ^r(C-
NGO DINH IffiU
AMBASSADOR?; NOLTING >_____

OCCURRENCE: "On the night of the 21st of August, GENERAL TON THAT DINH, as military gov
ernor of Saigon and Commander of the 3rd Corps, has established a curfew. If I recall 
correctly, the curfew was to start about ?:0Q or 8:00 o'clock at night. Anybody seen afte- 
that time would be — shot. And that night, elements — later on, we didn't know at that 
time, later on proving to be elements of the special forces, which was praetorian guard of 
NGO DINH NHU and the police dressed in military uniforms attacked the pagodas in Saigon. 
What was very bad about this, Ambassador NOLTING had already been relieved and Ambassador 
DODGE was^ on his way to take over". ■ p. 21

DATES: j

21 August 1963

CATEGORIES:

SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

D A fPT? «

N
W
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

Milting, Ambassador 
Lodge, Ambassador 
Diem
Thich Tri Quang

Aug. 21, 1963 Diem

OCCURRENCE:
Higgins claims that "...the raids by the Vietnamese Army and the pagodas took place 

five days after the departure of Ambassador Milting from Saigon, and a week before Henry 
Cabot Lodge was expected to arrive on his first tour of duty in Viet Nam." Higgins goes 
on to explain that Diem claimed that the reason that the raids were performed at this
time was because: "It had become clear that Thich Tri Quang of Buddhist was that no 
intention of coming to any agreement with the government, irrespective of how many 
consessions were made. Since the raids would create an anti-Diem propaganda explosion, 
it would be lessi emb^rjas^ingto the United States if they took ^rtL'afee when the new I 
Ambassador was KttfeMtenC o3 Vietnam. For the same reason^/gr^at^c^e was taken not ( 
to inform the United States of the pagoda plans. The ^a'sonjr^glwas that Washington 
could be blamed for something about which^iT^kriewino^iing." (page 183)ng.

SOURCE: STAFF:

FILE:
DATE:

PERSONS/ENT1T1ES DATES: CATEGORIES:

CONEIN, CIA officer (Saigon) 
DON, General

OCCURRENCE:

8/21/63 Diem

4 S'"''

” On August 21, 1963, at a meeting between CONEIN (an officer of the CIA 
Saigon station) and General DON, the latter asked for US & government 
assurances of support -aeswrai'teea of support for moves against the DIEM 
regime." (3)

J

SOURCE:
1967 I.G. Report, Part C^3.

FTT.E:

'gTAFF:---------
RD

DATE: N
W

 509
55

 Dod
d:
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PERSOUS/ENTITIES : DATES CATEGORIES’

DIEM
AMBASSADOR NOLTING 
CONEIN

July 1963

OCCURRENCE: On July M, 1963, CONEIN received a message from DON, Commander of I Corps
at the time, to meet with him in the Caravelle Hotel for a public meeting and the hotel 
was jammed packed. CONEIN states that: "It was at that time on the ;4th of July that I 
had the first indication that something serious was being comtemplated, when-GENERAL DON t'
me that if the Buddhist situation does not get settled, that the military are planning. I 
ported this fact, and I believe it was around the 8th or 9th of July, that more indi
cations. ..." p. 20.

SOURCE’

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein 
FILE:

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

DATE:
30 June 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES DATES

EN. DUONG VAN MINH
EN. TRAN VAN BON
A J. GEN. LE VAN KIM
EN. TRAN THIEJI^KHIEM 

(OCCURRENCE

tA | fl

i

Dcc-W buUi- ) a

L

SOUR Ci:

7/63

CATEGORIES:

One

t

'J.

co Qi:

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one
STAFF: „ 
----------- Dawson

N
W

 509
55

 Dod
d:

 3
24

23
61
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PERSONS/ENTITIKS:
DIEM ■
GEN.: MINH
EGO- DINH NHU

OCCURREj^CEf

DIEM

CATEGOKIE

' SOURCE'

EIDE:

STAFF; Dawson

Hearings, S.S.C.I., Conein, Exhibit one,

page ten. DATE: 6/30/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Diem

DATES:

10 July 1963

CATEGORIES:

Diem \/

In SNIE, 53-2-63, on. 10 July "the situation in South Vietnam" the 
following quotation appeared: ' "if — as is likely — Diem fails to 
carry out truly and promptly the commitment he has made to the Buddhists, 
disorders will probably flare again and the chances of coup or assassina
tion attempts against him become even better, . . . 'Wb do not think . . . 
the Corrmunists would necessarily profit if he were overthrown by some 
combination of his non-£bmmunist opponents. A non-^ommunist successor 
regime might be initially less effective against the Viet Cong, but, 
given continued support from the U. S., could provide reasonably effec

tive leadership for the government and the war effort." (1-2) 

"source! “Tstaff! H
W

 509
55

 Dod
d:

 3
24

23
61

5 Pag
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:

DIEM
THIGH TRI QUANG.

DATES:

May 6, 1963 DIEM

CATEGORIES-

OCCURRENCE: Diem on May 6, 1963 revived a regulation banning the public display of any 
religious flag--either the Buddhist or Catholic-- having any precedence over the National 
Vietnamese flag in public places ;or in public view. Higgins does not doubt that the 
Vietnamese government's decision^to revive these flag regulations on May 6, 1963 made 
possible the Hue tragedy. Ironically, action by Diem has been generally viewed as anti
Buddhist. His May 6 circular had been provoked a few days earlier in Da Nang by the 
excessive use by Catholics of the flag of the Vatican with the Nat tonal^Vietnamese flag 
on view being sometimes tattered;and torn and few in number. (91) ,,

i ’

SOURCE:
1965

Our Viet Nam Nightmare, Higgins, Harper and Row, STAFF:
Dawson, R.

FILE: DATE: July 2, 1975

MADAME NHU

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
CONEIN

DIEM

OCCIJRRFNCF •
------------------- ’ CONEIN stated that the catalyst that brought down the DIEM regime was their 

antagonism of the Buddhists. He explained that 80% of the Vietnamese people claimed to be 
Buddhists. And that DIEM led a Catholic regime and that this drove people, particularly in 
light of MADAME NHU's statements to the effect that she’d like to furnish sone mustard at
a bonzes barbecue, or something to that effect. This made people want to Identify themselve: 
against the regime and so they would go back to the pagodas. CONEIN did not know whether or 
not this became the principal reason for the United States wanting to get rid of the regime, 
pp. 42-44.

TOP SECRET
SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein 
FILE:

STAFF:

R. DAWSON
DATE: H

W
 509

55
 Dod
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TRUGHEART, WILLIAM 
MECKLIN, JOHN (Dir. USIA) 
NOLTING, AMBASSADOR

DATES: CATEGORIES:
June 1963 ; DIEM x/

------------_—•- Mecklin stated that the American position following the incident at Hue 
was to "urge Diem to repair all Buddhist grievances forthwith, to accept responsibility 
for the May 8 killings, and to indemnify the victims and apologize," perhaps by visiting 
Hue himself to do so." (Ambassador Nolting was on a Meditterranean vaction at the time.)

. "According to Mecklin, William Tfueheart, the Charge d'Affaires, applied on orders from 
Washington, 'direct,relentless, tablehammering pressure on Diem such as the United States 
had seldom before attempted with a sovereign friendly government..,' In despair Trueheart 
in June resorted to a formal warning to Diem that if he continued repressive measures 
(police effort to prevent and disperse illegal demonstrations), the^UhiTed States would 
be forced to disassociate itself publicly from such actions did two months
later. The warning was a momentous step. It amounte.d^dTa tt'i're'dt.^ffi'Sial command from 

--- (continued.. next card)____________________ _______________________________________________
- ----------Our Viet Nam Nightmare, Higgins, Harper ^knd'^ I —: Dawson, R. 
Row’ 1965 ' ; DATE : July 2, 1975
FILE: ( . j —t-

OCCURREiJCE: (continuation) i
the United States. Public disassociation could have disasterous results,_encouraging the 
Buddhists, heartening the Viet Cong, strengthening the regimes foreign critics..."
perhaps even stimulating the Vietnamese Amiy to try another coup'" (100)

PERSONS/ENTITIES: f ; •DATES: CATEGORIES:
. , ' 1 1

DIEM
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: ______________ CATEGORIES:

CONEIN
NHU, NGO DINH 
MADAME NHU 
CAN, NGO DINH

"Summer 1963" DIEM

OCCURRENCE: cONF.TN stated that the attacks in May in Hue followed up by an atcacK in sugus 
on the pagodas in Saigon consolidated the three or four different sects of the Buddhists 
by malting them become a political entity which they had never been before. CONEIN stated 
that it had become obvious to people in the State Department, USAID and JflSPAU, as well 
as persons within the CIA and the country team generally, that the true power of the govern
ment at that time was not DIEM but rather NHU and CAN, as well as MADAMS NHU, the chief of 
the womens' solidarity movement. DIEM was felt to be out of touch with reality and not get
ting the true facts as everything was being channeled through his brother, NHU. pp. 44-45

SOURCE;

Hearings, SSCI,.June 20, 1975, Conein 
FILE:

STAFF;
/ R. DAWSON 

DATE:
July 1, 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

CONEIN

DATES:

"middle May 
1963"

DIEM v

CATEGORIES:

said the DIEM government started the Buddhist antagonism but 
could not understand their doing so. He gave his personal opinion as that "they had a 
thTsth^f^Mav0^ Of4ifc Veiy Sracefully within the first two weeks after
the pth of May incident in HUE by meeting the demands of paying off the families of those 
people who were killed when the military attacked the pagodas in Hue. If this would have 
thrPomicai xsi::."?ulpP te4vL42een much better ^01

TOP SECRET
SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein
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PERSQrlS/E-NTT'LI EE:

DIEM
MAJOR GEN. TRAN VAN DON (sp.?)

HATES:- u CATEGORIES:

May 8, 1963 ; DIEM 
r 

Y

----------------- :----- "Immediately after May 8, President Diem ordered a formal investigation 
of the Hue affairs. For this purpose he appointed a 3-man technical commission led by 
Major General Tran Van Don, the acting head of the army (General Don was considered a 
man of integrity by the Americans.)" The commission also included the Surgeon General 
of the Vietnamese Army and its Chief of Ordinance. After extensive interrogation of 
witnesses General Don's mission cited plastic charges as the cause of the deaths on 
May 8.--------------------------------------------- ;
"At the time, nonetheless, Diem's regime claimed that plasticJaambs/.cSuled the deaths was 

• widely ridiculed. :

"Unfortunately, no American officials were witness to'^t-^ incidence. The American con
sul had been out of town but he tended, to disbelieyeWKe government's efforts to nlacebut he tended, to disbelieyeUtfie government's efforts to a

Nightmare, Higgins, Harper and I —------- ’ Dawson, R.
Row, 1965

FILE:

DATE. July 2, 1975

PERSONS/ENTITTE'S:

THIGH TRI QUANG
NGUTEN VAN BANG (Province Chief) ‘ 
MAJOR DANG SY (ASST. PROV. CHIEF)

DATES:

May 8, 1963 ! DIEM

CATEGORIES•

WCljRRENCE:
Nguyen. Van Bang later at the trial of Maj o^--Dang Sy said that "While we 

were inside, two loud explosions ‘suddenly reverberated on the veranda. Then came the 
sounds of broken glass-, gunshots,1 and■exploding hand grenades." In the confusion Major 
Dang Sy heard the explosions also and in attempting to signal what he feared may be a 
Viet Cong attack fired three shots in the air. Unfortunately this was the prearranged 
signal authorizing his troops to use grenades to disperse the crowds. At least 15 of 
these grenades were throw and the explosions caused at least 8 dead at the radio station. 
(95) This statement though, appears to be in conflict with later medical evidence coming 
from the Interior Minister which ifound that none of the bodies of the dead had metal 
splinters in their organs, but rather the weapons expert said that the bombs were probably 
made of plastic and that "plastic is the arm of the Viet Cong guerilla." (95-96)

SCIURCE : • STAFF:
Our Viet Nam Nightmare, Higgins, Harper and Row,J Dawson, R.

1965 . j
FILE: i DATE: 2, 1975 N
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PE RSO N S /EI'i T IT I E S :

THICH TRI QUANG '
NGUYEN VAN BANG (Province Chief) :
MAJOR DANG SY (Asst. Province Chief)

DATES:

May 8, 1963

OCCUR REMCE:

DIEM

CATEGORIES:

According to Higgins on May 8, 1963 on ist birthday Thich Tri
Quang, in the middle of a religious ceremony, began to give a vitriolic anti-government 
speech on the subject of the non-existent ban on Buddhist flags. About 8 pm Thich Tri 
Quang arrived at the radio station carrying in his hands a tape recording which he then
made the demand upon the director of the station to play. He was refused. Thich Tri 
Quang proceeded to encourage an already active angry crowd which in the middle of this 
oration began to shout and press ^forward. The director of the station called up Nguyen 
Van Bang who soon arrived and attempted to appease Thich Tri Quang, but the latter would 
not listen. Nguyen Van Bang then asked for armored cars in hopes that this would 
fighten the crowd and prevent any violence to the radio station. Major Dang Sy 
then arrived with some armored cars and got some general orders to disperse the crowd. 
Police arrived and attempted to turn fire hoses on the crowd. (93-94)

SOUKCE: Our Viet Nan Nughtmare, Higgins, Harper and Row, STAFF :
1965 ; Dawson, R.

FILEi DATE: July 2, 1975

FER30NR/ENTITIES:

Trich Tri Quang
Diem

DATES:

May 8, 1963 5

CATEGORIES:

Diem

OCCURRENCE: "no evidence can be adduced showing that before the Hue incident of 
May 8, 1963, there was a religious issue in Vietnam. If there had been, assuredly 
the critics of Diem's leadership would have trunpeted it to the world. Complaints of 
alleged religious repression made by Thich Tri Quant and his accomplices in a campaign 
of letters to the United Nations and prominent foreigners, had begun, but they represented 
no more than the early activity of determined propagandists.

Most hostile criticism toward Diem centered not on what he did but on his methods and 
techniques of governing."
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

Colbv 111©, Tilth Can

Conein
Hhu

OCCURRENCE?

.1 0/ 6 5 j I) i on 'Z

___ LTOLSEC&
Co liny explained that a couple of weeks before the assassination the thought 
°f .issassjn.ition i-as not aimed at Diem but at Nhu and Can, Dion's two 
brolhcis uno nere considered the evil influence of the government. "The 
idea e>f icmot i ng !hu ! ron Vietnam was one that was discussed in great detail 
ind a great deal of pressure was put on Diem to send his brother out of 
the country." "At one point I made a suggestion that perhaps I could con
vince him of the desirability of leaving the country for the benefit of x 
li.s own, of tiie country itself. That I could go over and. argue him intend ) 
Ih:it I think is the separable thing from the actual decision to shoot Diem. 
1 think the decision to shoot Diem was a conscience decision taken by the 

• enemls which came as a very new development during the coup, but let’s face 
' )ml1 —IVI? 1:0 an.t.icipa4^-TO.-—taken pJ •ly-^m-^^ywyth^Qw-of

k2ullk.L.- a <rovcrni>ent. " Pages 33-34 S/TAFF:
Dawson

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby 
FILE:

DATE:
7/1/75

OCCURRENCE:
mein stated that at no point in the climatic days leading up to the assassina- 
on was there a discussion of the killing of Diem. Further, there had. never 
:en any discussion at any time about Diem himself being killed by anybod.:.
i fact, the generals and many people wanted Diem to be around but they could 
T stand i'lhu and Madame Nhu , Diem's wife. Page 64-66.

TOP SECKET
SOURCE:

Hearings, SSC, Conein, June 20, 1975
STAFF:

Dawson
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OCCURRENCE: COLBY stated that "Apparently the decision by several of the generals, the 
ones that were present, that he (DIEM) would be executed when they got him. They sent an 
officer, a small armored unit to pick him up after they found out where he was down in the 
other part of town. He and his brother were put' in an armored personnel carrier with an

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
COLBY5 WILLIAM 
MINH GENERAL , 
NHUNG
CONEIN

Nha

DATES: :

I November 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

officer, a young Vietnamese who was an aide to GENERAL MINH, head of the coup group, and 
they went into the armored personnel carrier and when the carrier arrived back at head
quarters, the two were dead and had been shot several times, ...That.officer, incidentally, 
and a rather bizarre aspect of this, was himself apparently!wKen tfiis junta of generals
was overthrown about two months later. Somebody took that- occasion to
PP, 18-19. .. '1

shoot him."

A'A- • V

SOURCE: " " :
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby, pp. 18-19

FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

DIEM
THICH TRI QUANG

DATES:

May 7, 1963

STAFF:

DATE:

R, DAWSON

29 June 1975

CATEGORIES.:

! DIEM

’OCCURRENCE:
The Diem circular to ban all religious flags reached Hue on May 7, 1963. 

Since the city was already bedecked with flags the Vietnamese Minister^ p'f 'Jitterior, 
Vui Van Long, arriving" inT-Iue on:the same date as the circular arrived weiitC'to the Bud
dhist leaders and explained that the flag regulation would not Wenforced. "The leaders 
of the monks were very pleased," said Minister Long. "rrheyx<lJ^t‘^ie^'€o me and told me 
that I had given complete satisfaction to their desires^C \^q^|g was present during this 
exchange and joined in expressing satisfaction with the ^raihgeinent not to enforce 
the regulation. Some police in Hue did take down flags before the Province Chief could 
reverse the order to enforce the regulation. But the precipitating factor, according 
to Higgins was that Kuang sent a:few monks around to tell the people to haul down the 
flags, even though he knew this was no longer required, thanks to the Interior Ministers 
actions. "The monks were told to te}l the population that this was being done as a

SOURC E:'
' Our Viet Num Nightmare, Higgins, Harper and Row,j Dawson, R.

1965 j
FILE: 1 j BATE: July 2, 1975
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES:

McCone
Diem

iX • • FE '^prTTT
occurrence! u ~ :

CATEGORIES:

DIEM iX

In response to a question as to whether McCone was awape of a suggestion to assassinate 
Mr. Diem and '€ had sent a telegram in cQ^unptiorp’ 'that suggestion,McCone testified 
that he did not think it was Mr. Dienu( ®8e■ te^ta^Wa that "there was a prop osal, one 
of a number of proposals, in connection with the difficult political situation that 
existed in South Vietnam, to dispose by assassinationmr. Nhu and General Kanh.... 
when that was brought to my attention I ordered a telegram sent out to stand that down" 
(i|) McCone testified that "The situation in Vietnam was unlike other situations.We 
were really at war there. My opposition was more on the basi s of considered judgement 
that the action recommended by the station wouldn't in final an alysis solve any 
problem.", (5).

SOURCE: .
------------ McCone, June 6, 1975

FILE:

Gordon Rhea

6/27/75
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PEHS0NS/ENT1T1ES:
LANSDALE
ALAN DULLES'

DATES:

Mar 16, i960

CATEGORIES:

MONGOOSE
SPECIAL GROUP
DIEM 1/

OCCURRENCE?
On March 16, i960 at the Special Group Meeting there was discussion .of stepped up plans 
to use the base radio at Guentameo Bay to expand the stations listening audience.
VIETNAM Mr. DULLES Referred to the worsening security situation in South Vietnam... and 
commented that this appears to be__a situation where S. F. training might be in order.
DULLES asked whether it would be "politically feasible for Col. LANSDALE to visit the 
area to assess the situation on the spot." DULLES also discussed briefly "the possibility
of assisting the South Vietnam government to mount guerrila operatlonsln the north."

SOURCE:

Minutes of Special Group' MepJ;ipg,March 16, i960.

FILE:

STAFF:

KELLEY
DATE:

6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Lansdale
Dulles
Hare
Irwin

'OCCURRENCE:

DATES:
May 12, I960

CATEGORIES:
Diem
Special Group

On May 12, 1960, the Special Group discussed the subject of the invitation 
from President Diem for General Lansdale to visit Viet Nam. Mr. Hare said 
that he assumed that the way in which Diem would like to use General

Lansdale would not be acceptable to the U. S., but that some adjustments 
could no doubt be made. Mr. Dulles said that "Lansdale could be counted 
on to carry out whatever instructions he had in a manner least calculated 
to upset Diem." ■ . * •

____________________ ~ ' ■■ 1 f f \ H 
SOURCE: Minutes of Special Group meeting J^yj^2 £41960

FILE:

STAFF: Bob Kelley

DATE: june 29, 1975
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. ERSENS/ENTITIES: DATES: ft GATED PRIES.
STHY.EGIC HAMLET PROGRAM N ft /
NGO DINH NHU 1962 !' Dim «/
MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR-GOVERNMENT^ 
OF VIETNAM, COLBY, HARKINS 
WESTMORELAND, GENERAL ft__________ :: :-_____ ; : :
OCCURRENCE: CONEIN stated that: "Ln 1962 COLBY assigned him to work with the MINISTER r 
THE INTERIOR OF THE GOVERNMENT OF - VIETNAM to be responsible for liaison between CIA and th 
MINISTER on a program called THE STRATEGIC HAMLET PROGRAM. The idea for this program was 
that of NHU, the President's brother and counsellor, which was to establish security with! 
hamlets and villages in order so’the people could deny access of food and taxes to the 
VIET CONG. In this position, CONEIN was able to travel quite extensively under the auspic 
of the MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR, and to talk to the unit commanders dov/n to and including 
sma 11 sections." p. 1?. CONEIN. "This was done with the permission of GENERAL HARKINS an 
it was known to GENERAL WESTMORELAND when WESTMORELAND took over." p. 18.

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein
FILE:

STAFF:

R. DAWSON:

DATE: T
--------  30 June 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
JrK -
Maxwell Taylor

DATES:

27 Sept 62

CATEGORIES:
Special Group Aug- 

MOONGOOSEraente3

D i em

OCCURRENCE:

laylor states that the Special Group and the Sepcial Group Augmented considered a proposal by 
HA for covert activities designed to harass the Democratic REnublic of Vietnam. This had 
jeen prepared in response to a request by the Sec.’s of State and Defense. /

Saylor added that the Special Group asked that a more detailed operation plan be prepared, 
[t was agreed that Defense make certain equipment and personnel available to CIA in support 
)f this program. An elint flight designed to identify the North Vietnamese radar order of 
cattle, so as to permit planning over flight routes was authorized. I ft

“■—■■■'■ Maxwell Taylor L^mefftbranbum fdr/^hplitres ident, dated
Sept 27, 1962/($O0Sfo-.r
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PERSONG/EpJTITT
CONEIN

C Alli G OKI liS:

February 1962 DIEM

0 C C U R R E N CE : CONEIN stated: "In February of 1962, two air force pilots, Vietnamese Air 
Force pilots, attacked the presidential palace of NGO DINH DIEM. This was not the first 
indication there was' something wrong, because if you will recall, in November of i960, th 
was .another attempted coup. At that time, in February, I was asked if I would go to the 
different military leaders which I knew and had known in the past, to find out what was tin 
political pressure, what was the temperature, was there really some dissidence within the 
military ranks, was there really a basis for an uprising against NGO DINH DIEM? I was un
able, at this time, to determine this fact. There was an isolated dissidence within the 
military structure. This was reported in February and March of 1962." pp. 16-17.

SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20. 1975, Conein

FIDE:
DATE:

R. DAWSON

30 June 1975
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CATEGORIES:PER30NL/Ei;ITTIES: 
CONEIN

DATES:

February 1962 DIEM

0 C C U R RENCE : CONEIN stated: "In February of 1962, two air force pilots, Vietnamese Air 
Force pilots, attacked the presidential palace of NGO DINH DIEM. This was not the first 
indication there was something wrong, because if you will recall, in November of I960, th" 
was another attempted coup. At that time, in February, I was asked if I would go to the 
different military leaders which I knew and had known in the past, to find out what was th" 
political pressure, what was the temperature, was there really some dissidence within the 
military ranks, was there really a basis for an uprising against NGO DINH DIEM? I was un
able, at this time, to determine this fact. There was an isolated dissidence within the 
military structure. This was reported in February and March of 1962." pp. 16-17.

. - - ' - ' V’ . . . ■ : • it w
SOURCE: ~~ ; .. " ■- | STAFF:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein ' Oy

DATE:
FILE: a

R. DAWSON

30 June 1975
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1963

DATES: I

; DIEM

CATEGORIES-

OCCURRENCE  "Most manifestations of political oppostion," wrote Henderson, "were 
vigorously suppressed. Civil liberties remained an unfulfilled ideal. Elections were 
far from free and many of the devices used to stimulate popular support for the regime 
bore the the familiar stamp of modem totalitarian practice. No doubt these moves could 
be justified,.at least to some extent, in terms of the overwhelming problems confronting 
Diem during his first few years in office and also the inexperience of Free Viet Nam's 
people with the forms and substance of democracy, but...Diem had still to prove that his 
professed devotion to the democratic cause represented anything more than a facade to

• disguise increasingly plain reality of stem dictatorship." (164-165),^

FILE-

SOURCE: '"'i >
Our Viet Nam Nightmare, Higgins, Harpertand ' S ■‘!ST AFF.: _ .

Dawson, R.
Row, 1965 • DATE' July 2, 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

NGO DINH CAN 
MINISTER OF INTERIOR
CobJei nJ-

DATES:

1963

CATEGORIES:

^CUER.^dE: CQNEIN stated that. ,10n ig63j.......... ,tIhe r4TNISTER 0F jnteRIOR, nyself c
his entourage flew to Hue in central Vietnam. While in Hue, it was on my aircraft that I 1 
assigned to'me for that day —<while in Hue, they .had a very large meeting of different 
military authorities and at that time I did not realize what was going on. They had met w 
the President’s brother, NGO DINH CAN who was considered the war lord, in a way, and some 
decisions were made, of which I was not aware of (sic). We returned quite late the night 
the 7th; though I wanted to stay, the MINISTER OF THE ■ INTERIOR told me it would be inpossr 
I wanted to see the celebration of the birthday of Budda. I wanted to see burnt boats wit 
the candles lit going down the perfumed river, but it was not to be. The next day there wa 
an attack by the military forces on the Buddhists. At that time, the Buddhists as an ent.; 
was not a political force and therefore thought of being, and.when the attack on the Budci 
came about, this was, in my estimation, one of the turning points in what was happening v

SOURCE: ’Vietnam.'' p . 19 ~~~~ ~~ .... . ” ' I STAFF:

Hearings , SSCI, June 20, 1975,' ConeinTT /b i .. ... : D! DAWSON H
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CATEGORIES:PERSONS/ENTITIES:

’ LODGE, flenrf CABOT 
CONEIN

DATES:

1963

■WCWTRENCE: , ~ ' ________________________ _ __________ ___
--- ----------------- "....I worked for Ambassador LODGE. I reported to Ambassador LODGE and I re

ceived my instructions from Ambassador LODGE. They were cable instructions, he had a ver; 
' good habit of not reading something. He would fold a piece of paper and what pertained tc

you for instructions, he would Let you read that and that alone so that you didn't know wh- 
was sending it or where it came from. He Just read that and he said those are the instruc
tions, do you understand them? Yes, sir; allright, we'll carry them out." p. 23

SOURCE: I STAFF•

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein I R. DAWSON

DATE: T ,n7r--------  20 June 1975

resources whatsoever to help or to aid in the elimination of any individual." p. 25

, PERSONS/ENTITIES: 
CONEIN

DATES: 
1963

CATEGORIES:
DIEM

OCCURRENCE: "I had never, and even right up to the very end, I had never been asked for any

TOP SECKET
SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

FILE:

STAFF:

R. DAWSON

DATE: .. - J i .in <fi ? Q / h
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Dawson
National Security Council 
State Dept

DATES:

19 63

CATEGORIES:

Diem

Colby stated that t he _po Hey of the chain, of command wanted a determination 
whether it be by the Security Council or by other authority is made to carry 
out that policy is normally transferred from the National Security Council 
to the ambassador. "The ambassador is the President's representative and 
has overall authority of all agencies in that country, and therefore, an 
important question like this (the Diem coup) would be passed to the ambassador 
tohandlc. "Now, the other agencies in town would be informed of the policy 
directive that we might have additional, communication as to the details as 
to how to implement them, which in this case (the Dion coup) were done through 
directive to our Station Chief to make sure he operated very directly and im
mediately under the control of the ambassador." Pago .35.

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby | : paws0n

t

PI EE: 7/1/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Special forces 
Col b y

DATES:

19 6 3

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE:
Colby stated that "the Special Forces first arrived in Victnamc work.inp, for 
CIA in this country program of developing villages for their own defense, 
"•hen it got to be as I remember 750 of them the question arose as to whether 
they should be transferred out of CIA into military control, and this w;is 
done durin;?, 1963; mil itary took over responsibility for that program and 
I iv.il 1 have some more words to say about that at another time.” Page 23-29.

SOURCE:
Hear i n g s,

TOP SECRET
June 20,1975, Colby - | Dawson. H
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CATEGORIES:
BUNDY, MC GEORGE TAYLOR, MAXWELL 
BALL, GEORGE 1963 DIEM

MC CONE, lOHN, MC NAMARA, ROBERT

COLBY stated that the persons typically in attendance in the conference
room or situation room to discuss matters in Vietnam during 1963, MESSRS. BUNDY, BALL, 
FORRESTAL, HILLSMAN, MC CONE, MC NAMARA GILPATRIC, TAYLOR, p. 70 COLBY also stated that
generally the Attorney General was generally not in attendance. If the meeting was to be 
with the President, then it would have been in the Cabinet room and then the Attorney 
General would have been there, pp. 70-71, The chairman of the meetings downstairs which i 
President never attended would have been Mr. BUNDY. pp. 71-72 Mr. HARRIMAN would come so: 
times, COLBY recalled, and Vice President JOHNSON would always attend the ones upstairs in 
the Cabinet room, but did not take a particularly active part. pp. 72 Anbassador NOLTING, 
when he returned, after his replacement in Vietnam took a very active role opposing action: 
against President DIEM to the extent that he was invited to participate. And his advice w;-
not accepted, p. 73

■ SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby

FILE:

STAFF: r. DaWS0N
SATE; 1 July 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

CONEIN

DATES:

Suirraar and
Phil 1963

DIEM

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: "There were (sic) not one coup plan. There were several. The problem that wa: 
facing the people that were making assessments of this was which one had the most likely 
chance of succeeding? We were at the point of no return. There was no chance of going back, 
because there was going to be a coup. The best thing to do was to monitor and keep the U.S. 
government advised of who the principal players were, what their intentions were then and in 
the future. It was an impossible situation, and also during this time, it was getting down 
to the critical element. In October, the generals had to have assurances that I was speakin) 
for the Ambassador. Several attempts'were made to get these assurances, and it was practi
cally inpossible because of the security around the generals, who were alreacty suspect...."
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REKSONS/ENT1T1ES: DATES: ' CATEGORIES:
•Diem

nr fl I d d Tritr, r? . --------------------- -—

Summer 1963 ■ Diem v/

"....Diem was not conforming to Western standards of democracy. And this 
was really the heart of the case against him. Implicit in their criticism was the assunp- 
tion that Occidental style democracy was, in fact, the answer to Oriental Vietnam's problems. 
It was an assumption with which Ngo Dinh Diem disagreed on both 
grounds."

practical and philosophical

A. . •.
J .

SOURCE:
"Our Vietnam Nightmare", Marguerite Higgins, 

Harper & Row, 1965, p. 165

STAFF:
Dawson

FIDE: ■ DATE: July 2, 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

Thich Tri Quang
McNamara
Diem

Summer, 1963 Diem xS

OCCURRENCE:
Higgins states in her book that, "Washington generated pressure on Diem for concilia

tion was based on the assumption that Thich Tri Quang's grievances concerning flags and 
such were what motivated his Budist protest movement. But it was evident that what Thich 
Tri Quang wanted was a pretext to see. His objective was not a solution, but nonethe
less than Diem's head.

"Perhaps Diem might have had a better image in the United States if he had personnally 
shown Immediate public concern for the victims of the Hue tragedy. He then instantly 
order generous indemnification of the families who suffered losses, but this was never 
publicized. Perhaps he was too . So inwardly assured of his innocence was
Diem that he did not of going through the trouble of proving it. ” certainly

(4kmt±Tm?a-DTr-e^rd-« fa H
/ a/yeoject 7luc£ Tr/ $ua<
SOURCE: Our Vietnam Nightmare by Marguerite Higgins, 

Harper and Rowe
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PEITSONS/ENTITI ES
GEN. HUTUH

OCCURRENCE:

uar j-jJUH jux? ;

SOURCE:

FILE :

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
page ten.

i>EhSO’!S/.E^^i• i T l !■ 0 :
GEN. DO CAO TRI 
GEN. NGUYEN KHANH 
GEN. TON THAT DINH 
GEN. DON

' 7)(XLU7REAfC!/r

STAFF:
---------- Dawson

DATE: 6/30/75

SOURCE: ’ - .
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75? Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 10. v

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE:
A/To/vs N

W
 509

55
 Docl

d:
32

42
36

15
 Page

 38



1,11 ; 11 s:

OCCURRENCE:

CONTINUED ON ANOTHER CARD:

S'OUHCE:

RILE:

-------- ------- - . . ... - -STApp.
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, ' — Dawson 
page ten. DATE: 6/30/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: -

CONTINUED ~FROM FIRST CARD:

o
n.

SOURCE: „ . n 77~T~~ ' ' ~
Hearings, .S .C.1.6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 11.

F ILL:

STAFF: 
---------- Dawson

6/30/75 H
ff 50

95
5 Dod

d:
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24
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sou'rci
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one 
Page 11.

FILS

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE: 6/30/7!

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

OCCURRENCE

DATES: CATEGORIES:

7/63 DIEM

The Saigoa C-arFlsoa troops,, including support trocrjs 
itch as '■ teisnaster sin.oo.l„ e.c-gineers;, st«, contacted
b.i'cugh i ndl v it Vial coaiEasasrs. Vietusnes'A Special Fo.ccss,

si Its dubious role as the cut!; a ?..m o:’ the secret 
clic:-?. aas o sv-a.r co.”ts-.cted but vfts alv.i.ys considered tha_ 
ecerp.ls Era b-i-E oowplsie.ly loy?.l to Rresiden i ..Oieia.

. SOURCE:': Hearings, S7S7C;Trr~6/2U775in5ohein,~TExhTEi'r^ne,
page 10-11.

FILE-

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE: 6/30/7
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y fc kp u bM / EN I x UE S: 
NGO DINH NHU
CONEIN

DATES: f
f

July 11, 1963 DIES

CATEGORIES:

"OCCURRENCE: CONEIN states that: "On July T17'"1963, NHU called the generals together for . 
staff meeting and shocked them by telling them that he knew of some coup planning going on 
the generals. This scared the generals and other officers, needless to say, that NGO DINI1 
NHU would be completely aware that there was some dissidence in the ranks." p. 20-21.

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

FILE:

---- ' R. DAWSON

DATE- 30 June 1975

• «■» — <aM o-> <•«* -W. — •

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Krulik, Major General Victor 11
Kennedy, John F.
Mendenhall, Joseph, State 
National Security Council

DATES;

OCCURRENCE:

CATEGORIES:
Diem

Higgins notes that Kennedy dispatched Krulik and Mendenhall to Viet Nam to make a tour of 
the country to determine the effect of the Buddhist crisis on the war against the Viet 
Cong. Returning to Washington, Krulik and Mendenhall each gave a different report on the 
effect. Higgins notes that Kennedy asked wryly, "Have you two fellows been in the same
country?" Higgins goes on to note that this was indeed indicative of the American reac
tion to Vietnam generally. Krulik, Higgins points out, visited the theatre of war by go
ing to all core areas as well as six divisional and some twenty-five regimental and bat
talion headquarters. But Mendenhall saw the theatre of the political intrigue, i.e.,
Hue in Saigon. These latter two areas was the only Viet Nam that Americans knew during 
that time, and it was the slightly Effett, volital society whi&h^^§^the haven of Viet 
Nam's chronically critical and bickering intellectu

STAFF: DawsonSOURCE/ Our Vietnam Nightmare by Marguerite 
Harper and Rowe
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES' : ' CATEGORIES'
M, NGO DINH

CONEIN

• :■
August 1963

DIEM'/

OCCURRENCE: The coup ...."aborted, because, one, they did not have necessary forces. 
I’m talking about the coup plotters, did not have the necessary forces to combat those 
loyal to the DIEM government, namely elements of the Marines, elements of the Rangers, 
presidential guard, and other units, and especially the Special Forces, which were the best 
armed troops available. Also, they announced in the press that the CIA was paying to.have 
a coup. This was a very shrewd and calculating move on any man on the quality NGO DINH NH' 
who was a shrewd politician and also master of psychological warfare." pp. 22-23

SOURCE: STAFF: R. DAWSON

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein 
FILE./

DATE: 20 June 1975

.PERSONS/ENTITIES'

COLBY

DATES CATEGORIES:

August 1963 ' !

OCCURRENCE" COIBTsEated that: rrAs part of the pressure :on the" government ih“the"Augus': 
period, in response to the fact that these SPECIAL FORCES'with Vietnamese military and wit: 
Vietnamese police had conducted the raid on pagodas, CIA was directed to suspend its assisi 
ance to the SPECIAL FORCES. We did not suspend our assistance to the police or to the 
military who were involved in that, but CIA is an easy thing to turn off, turn on and off. 
The other programs are much more difficult to turn on and off. In a simple way, I think t! 
has had a certain influence in what they did. I knot; it resulted in the transfer of sever, 
units outside of Saigon when we said we would continue to support them." p. 78-79

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby
FILE:

STAFF:
! ---------- R. DAWSON

iDATE: 1 July 1975
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g jj i; V H a / E< w 1 1 1 X &S »

mMADAME -NHU
wCONElN
IJl
□l

DAI E tit I-—- ।

August I963 .

OAX'EGORXLS:

9 ________________________________ ___ ___________ ________________________________ ______ ____________ .__
CONEIN states that: "Just before August 21, 1963, there were periods the 

"bonzes burned themselves and that there had been local press releases made by MADAME NHU 
wthat were sometimes not too well received by the Americans, and also antagonized the popul:. 
Stion." o. 21 
w

& Q

u

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein 

FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

COMMODITY IMPORT PROGRAM
DIEM
COLBY, WILLIAM
NGO DINH NHU CONEIN

STAFF:

R. DAWSON

DATE: innr
-------- 31 June 1975

DATES:

August 1963

CATEGORIES:

" OQ(5ijRR'ENCE * ■ .. ■' ” " ' ',_'T ' ' ' 7 ' ' ■ ■ ■ '■ ~   ' —
--------------------COLBY stated that the United States sought to put pressure on President DIEM

and the government, particularly to remove NGO DINH NHU from the country, to bring about cer
tain changes of policy in August of 1963 that was thought necessary to improve the perfor
mance of the government of South Vietnam. Among these were the suspension of Public Law 
480 aid the suspension _of the commodity inport, program. And also through various contacts 
with dissident generals, the United States was requested whether it would stand aside if
the generals ran their own coup, and they were given the response in general terms that, 
."Yes, we would stand aside, and yes, we would continue the aid program if a successor gov
ernment took over and looked reasonably able to carry on the war. • This can only be read as 
a green light to the generals. This message was passed through a CIA officer, but his cre- 
ditentials were checked by the generals receiving this kind of a message, with the Ambassador 
and with the Chief of the Military Aid group in Saigon so that there was no question

SOURCE: about what U.S. policy was, nor that the CIA officer 5TAFF:
was speaking for the Ambassador with his know ledge aid consent." DAWSON

FILE: Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby, pp. 10-11 DATF = 29 June 1975



that DIEM went out and supressed this kind of active dissldence, justifying.it in his mind 
and publicly as not accepting this kind of dissldence during a wartime situation, which that 
country was faced with. COLBY claimed that this stppresslon only served to adversely affect 
DIEM's image here in the United States and intensify the feeling of dissent within the educa
ted class in Saigon and in the cities, weakened himself, rather than strengthen himself.

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
DIEM
COLBY, WILLIAM
NOLTING
LODGE, Henry Cabot

DATES:

August 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

—E_!—COLBY testified that during August, 1973 between the change of ambassadors 
from NOLTING to LODGE, that the government of South Vietnam took that period and raided 
Buddists pagodas and essentially sought to suppress the Buddihist dissldence. COLBY stated

SOURCE: ...........
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby, pp. 8-9

FILE;

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

29 June 1975

PER30UD/i:NTITTEC.:

DIEM
NOLTING, AMBASSADOR
RICHARDSON, JOHN

DATES:

Aug. 7, 1963 ; DIEM

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: Higgins asked Diem in an interview on August 7, 1963 whether Diem thought 
the United States was plotting against him. Diem replied: 21 do not think Ambassador 
Nolting is plotting against me. I do not think Richardson /of the CIA/" is plotting 
against me. I know there are American officials who are preparing the way in the event 
the decision is taken to try and get rid of me. I cannot forsee the future. And I 
cannot believe that America would turn against an ally under attack, engaged in a struggle
for its very existence. But some people are crazy--and the world is crazy. Still, 
Miss Higgins, I hope that your government will take a realistic look at these young 

■ generals plotting to take my place. How much maturity or political understanding do
they have--of their own country, Met alone the world?" (169)

SOURCE:

..
__ ___ _______________________________ _________ ______________ tV 5 t _________________

■ ————— - - - ■ vk ^k^WAFF *
Our Viet Nam Nightmare, Higgins, Harper and r—--------* Dawson, R.



tPERSONS/ENTTTIIiS I

jgrPEE LODGE, AMBASSADOR

50955 
D

orild:32423615 
Page 45

DATES: CATEGORIES:

Aug. 7, 1963 DIEM

Q^o^d. L
0.GCU ivillj.'i CE: ■ .

During an interview by Higgins with DIEM on August 7, 1963 "...Diem 
sent an aide for document, which I later deduced to be a memorandum of a recent con
versation with an American official."

"Your ambassador, " Diem resumed, "comes and tells me that it enhances my 
posture of the liberal image to permit demonstrations in the street' by the Buddhists 
and the political opposition...! cannot seem to convinvce the embassy that this is Viet 
Nam--not the United States of America. We have had good reason to bans^reet demonstra
tions in the middle of a war, and the reason is that the Viet Cong ^^eVerywhere.. .what 
would happen if the Viet Cong should infiltrate the demonstratiMiShere'-in’cSaigon, toss 
a bomb, kills dozens of persons, including some American j>res^v^¥h%t'-would 'liberal 
opinion' sav of me then? Would they believe my gove^nfent.’Whep./it said that the Viet 
Cong were responsible for the killings because only t^p'^Cpi^munists could profit from

SOURCE : OuFVieETTam'  ̂ Higgins, Harper and Row,["STAFF:
'1965 Dawson, R.

DATE: July 2, 1975FILE:

PERSQNS/EWl'ITES: ; DATES: CATEGORIES:
1

DIEM

CARD TWO QU
——'J-'. I.-1:. • (continuation) \
such an event? Consider what happened at Hue. These plastic bombs were throw by the 
Viet Cong...but-whom did the Americans blame? They blamed me--the President of Viet 
Nam-- and the Vietnamese Army. Would they be any more charitable nexj^Bme? This is 
not child's play; T am not inventing Viet Cong terror. Yet when I .tryWj^protect the 
people of this country--including the Americans--by good police work^etping control in 
the streets, I am accused of persecuting the Buddhists'." (Ibl^S^T^^

'f'A
; <■ ■

SOURUE:. ' I STAFF:
" 0ur Viet Nam Nightmare, Higgins, Harper and Row, Dawson, R.

1965
FILE: j DATE: July 2, 1975



DATES: ! CATEGORIES:PERSONS/ENTITIES ^b.
g__. Affair, Saigon Embassy;] _
w’Hllftan, Roger, Assistant Secretary of St; te

^Trueheart, William] ^Mechlin, Director, I st
w ■ Nam—
S
n ____
&C ARD
w 
w 
** 
W
W 
cn

hj 
&

cs

1 OCCURRENCE: Higgins points out that on August 14, 1963 
broadcast, declared that the Buddhist crisis was "beginning to affect the war effort. 
Higgins decided to check this story with the Saigon Embassy in approached Milting, who 
was at that time in conference with 
"Our report shows that the Buddhist crisis is not having any impact at all—though, 
of course, it could if riots become 
troups."

"We have made a special check," the Ambassador continued, " 
dhist and Catholics are eating apart an Army messes. Nothing to 
Hilsman based this statement on. But he isn't basing it on anything that went out of 
his Embassy, the military mission, or the C’ ‘ ' suggested to Milting that
perhaps he should not publicly deny Hilsman ^li^lsman was, after all,
Milting's boss." Higgins, returning to thereafter, called Hilsman

(Continued on Card 2) *

Trueheart and Mechlin.

Hilsman, in a voice of America
It

Milting told Higgins that

severe enough to necessitate diverting front-line

of the rumor that Bud- 
it. I don't know what

SOURCE: Qur Vietnam Nightmare by Marg 
Harper and Rowe

Higgins STAFF : Dawson

FILE: DATE: july 3j 1975

UGUUnnniMGn: Card 2
to find out what was the basis for his broadcast. Hilsman conceded that in fact he had 
based his account upon the reports in the New York Times and other press dispatches out 
of Saigon. (page ±04 124-125).

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

2 2

SOURCE: STAFF:

FILE: DATE:



PERS0NS/ENT1T1ES:

Diem

DATES: CATEGORIES:

50955 
D

odd: 32423615 
Page 47

14 August 1963 Diem u"

OCCURRENCE:

In the Current Intelligence Memorandum (OCI 2339/63): "Coup Rumors in 
South Vietnam" the following quotation appeared: "... the coup reports 
and rumors which have arisen since the Buddhist crisis seem to reflect 
some serious coup plotting j^we have no firm evidence of advanced planning 
by any group to attempt to overthrow the regime ..." (2).

SOURCE: Staff:

—t- «T8..gaas.iet,r-

RD
DATE :
____ 6/28/7,5.

FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

DIEM
Ball, Undersecretary of State
Helms, Richard
Colby, Wm.

DATES:

8/21/63

CATEGORIES:

Diem

A OVVtr'-r--.'hk' "'""" !^'V! ' J ■ :'' j ■■ , ------------

On 21 August 1963, South Vietnamese troops and police attacked the occupied 
Buddhist pagodas throughout the country. DIEM imposed nationwide martial 
law. At a presidential meeting on Vietnam on this same date, the participants 
from the CIA, including the.DCI, DDP, and Chief of Far Eastern Division, it 
was pointed out that on'notes taken by the Chief of the Far Eastern Division 
that "on the matter of possible alternate leadership in Vietnam, it was 
pointed out that there was no indication that DIEM was not in full control." 
(2)

SOURCE:

. 1967 I.G. Report, Part C

Cage

STAFF:

RD

——’ 6/28/75



PERSOHS/ENTITIF.^

DIEM

DATES:

8/21/63

CATEGORIES:

Diem k

OCCURRENCE^

h 
a 

l£ 
Cl

H . 
C)

S 21 Au§ust 1963, the current infPn
Coup Rumors in South Vietnam" stltld (0CI 2341/63):
-U^g against the DIEM government nai i-, additional reports of nlot 

hard evidence of LnminSt ?ve been received. While thern
situation dangerous." (3) 10n’ he Buddhist issue continues to make°the

SOURCE?------- —-------------------- ----------—

1967 I.G. Report, Part C^, J 

Cage

STAFF:
FILE: DATE: w

6/28/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

CONEIN
DINH
NGO DINH NHU,.GENERAL DON

DATES:

21 August 1963

CATEGORIES:

TOP SEffi
----------------------’"During the period between 21 August and the lifting of marshall law on 16 
September, GENERAL DINH actually considered himself the hero of Vietnam and the savior of 
the DIEM regime. DINH, on approximately 31 August had the audacity to inform both President 
DIEM and counsellor NHU that he was their savior and requested a ministerial post for himseli 
NHU's reaction was to order him to Dalat for a rest." During this period of time, DINH
realized that he had been played for a dupe by DIEM. The generals would recognize this fact 
and GENERAL DON started playing on DINH's vanity by telling him that he was a real hero and 
that, above all, should have been thanked by DIEM and NHU for saving the government.
pp. 12-13

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975 , Exhibit 1, Conein

STAFF:

R. DAWSON
nA '~T .



/CATEGORIES:
DiemoID

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Diem

DATES:
August 21, 1962

&

u 
N 
K* 
W

ha &
ft

OCCURRENCE:
Higgins characterizes the raids ehxXh&ex on the XaLoi and^F on
August 21, 1963, as the turning point in American policy tMwa-rd viet Nam. She states 
that this crystalizes the feelings of a powerful action ins'ide the Kennedy Administration 
that Diem had to be opposed.
" raised stories from Saigon scene that had all the inventiveness of an
Oriental Ian Fleming. Soldiers in battle dress were wearing gasmasks "stormed" into 

shortly after midnight. A of bells, a blood-curdling
scream shattered the spirits serenity. One eye witness professed to see
two monks thrown twenty feet from a balcony. Extravagant rumors about the number of 
death and wounded spread like a wild malignancy.

"When the United Nations in Viet Nam investigated the rumors in

SOURCE: Qur Vietnam Nightmare by Marguerite Higgins 
Harper and Rowe .

•ike. --------- - A/4W of ; cv46 ,

: Dawson

DATE: July 2, 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES DATES CATEGORIES

e

I

8/21/63 Diem
Ball, Undersecretary of State
Helms, Richard
Colby, Win.

OCCURRENCE:

On 21 August 1963, South Vietnamese troops and police attacked the occupied 
Buddhist pagodas throughout the country. DIEM imposed nationwide martial 
law. At a presidential meeting on Vietnam on this same date, the participants 
from the CIA, including.the_DCI, DDP, and Chief of Far Eastern Division, it 
was pointed out that on notes taken by the Chief of the Far Eastern Division 
that "on the matter of possible alternate leadership in Vietnam, it was 
pointed out that there was no indication that DIEM was not in full control." 
(2)

SOURCE:

1967 I.G. Report, Part C
FILE: '
-------- Cage —— ‘ 6/28/75

STAFF:



I PERSONS/ENTITIES: BATES; CATEGORIES: :

50955 
D

ocld:32423615 
Page 50

21 AUG. thru
16 SEPT.

OCCURRENCE:

X IhO IHtb-g C
i:nh Lvially coafitlr.'&red ■<?J

. ©ui'tiig idis usr* aci befewst
'C.iF-..L. 1 Gii IS f.iej?'>3'£• r y Go.3<31 

1f ■El'tS haro of Viatr. leu and ths

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/2O/753 Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 12.

FILE:

STAFF: 
----------  Dawson

2):^ rP V • 6/30/75

'source7~~ ~ ~
Hearings, S. S.C.I., 6/2o/?53 Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 12.

FILE:

Dawson

6/30/75



I PERS0NS/ENT1TIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

TT

U U

u

Un

hi & 
IQ 
CD
Ln

HILZSMAN, Roger (Assistant 
.Secretary of State for Far 8/22/63
Eastern Affairs)
CIA '
occurrence! g"
On August 22, 1963, in a CIA cable to Saigon (DIR 
message appeared: "Ref dept, telegram in process.

Diem

>333^), thevfpildwi 

Reftel (which Hqs.
not yet seen) states basic line to be taken and directs that it be pushed 
at all levels. Hilfsman requested Hqs. send companion telegram to station 
pointing out this is one technique to bring about surfacing of where and
who real power is. Pressing this line could maximize possibility of obtain
ing objective. Even if it does not succeed, it can substantially
assist in identification of alternate or successor leadership with necessary 
drive, abilities and ambition, to incorporate in our overall contingency, 
planning and serve as focus of build-up program. Hqs. will comment

SOURCE:

1967 I-G. Report, Part C

FILE: „-------- Cage

PE RS ON S/ENTITIES:

HILLSMAN, Roger (Assistant 
Secretary of State for Far 
Eastern Affairs)

CIA

OCCURRENCE:

CARD #2

DATES:

8/22/63

STAFF:
RD

6/28/75

CATEGORIES:

Diem

further detail after seeing message, if necessary, but passes above at 
Hixfsman’s request." (3)

SOURCE:
1967 I-G. Report, part

FILE: Cage

STAFF:
RD

DATE:
6/28/75
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Page 
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CIA-------------------- -- -----
RICHARDSON, John (CIA station 

chief in Saigon)
Saigon Embassy
DIEM 
OCCURRENCE: ~------

On August 22, 1963, in a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG 0208) Chief of 
Station RICHARDSON forwarded his personal views concerning alternate 
leadership: ", . . decent events have made us feel that hope for civilian 
government to replace DIEM administration is unrealistic. The solution 
seems even more improbable than ever before. Would appear that we should 
ave either DIEM or military junta. . . . View time factor have not coordinated 

this, message with embassy but we have exchanged views fully on subject mat
ter. (3—4)

SOURCE:

1967 I.G. Report, part 
FILE: n

'Staff f

RD
DATE: 
________ 6/28/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: 
HILLSMAN,” ROGER

CONEIN

DATES: CATEGORIES:

22 or 23 August ' DIEM 
1963

’When he arrived he found that Saigon was ■.OCCURRENCE: LODGE arrived on 22 or 23 August.
—"During- this period of these attacks;on the pagodas, there had been many con 

, 1 h mnrio'hv a iot°of people to anybody who would listen to them talking abouu doing some“oit S (he eSsU reE1ne, I had taiked with dirreheat generals and

unmo aoouu y . ,, was the 23rd or 24th, we received a cable which >
later^been known as the famous ROGER HILLSMAN cable which practically gave us the go-aheao 
that this type of thing could not continue." pp. 21-22

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

STAFF:

R. DAWSON
not •



h OCCURRENCE: was a lot of taU< of coups. We met with generals on different occasion 
w I met with them, other people had also. We had net with colonels and junior officers. Ar? 
£ we anticipated that there would be some type of action taken in the latter part of August, 
w o. 22. :

| PERSONS/ENTTTIErSu

0 CONEIN1£|
un

DATES:

23 August 1963 DIEM

CATEGORIES:

e0 ________________ ____ ______________

SOURCE.:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

FILE-:

] WRRE :

I R. DAWSON

DATE: n7r--------  30 June 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

8/24/63 Diem

U'? i ■

HARRIMAN, W. Averrel (Undersecretary 
of State for Political Affairs)

HELMS (Deputy Director for Plans, CIA) 
RUSK, Dean (Secretary of State)

——-------------- of Defense)

On August 24, 1963, in a telephone call from HARRIMAN to HEIMS aUsOOtf^^^ 
hours, HARRIMAN outlined to HELMS the substance of what eventually turned 
out to be Deptel 243 to Saigon. In notes recorded by HEIMS, in response to 
HELMS' query, "HARRIMAN confirmed that the thrust of the telegram contained 

an implicit pullout of American forces and support if the Nhu§' were not
ousted. HARRIMAN said the message had been cleared'With Hyarnisportij/ ,1 with 
the Secretary of State and with Mr. GILPATRICJK.I((4) ■

SOURCE:

1967 I.G. Report, part C n.L/ 
FILE:. ''

Cage

STAFF:

RD
DATE: 
--------  6/P8/7H



CATEGORIES:

ha &■
CD

PERS0NS/ENTIT1ES:
HILSMAN, Roger (Ass't. Sec.State for 

Far Eastern Aff — FE)
LODGE, Henry Cabot (Amb. to SVN)

OCCURRENCE:

DATES:

25 August 1963 DIEM u'

On August 25, 1963, in a cable .from HILSMAN to LODGE (personal), sent via CIA channels 
(DIR 6385^), there appeared the following message:

"State cable sent separately represents agonizing at highest levels. Course outlined is 
dangerous but all agree that delaying clear cut US stand is even more dangerous. It won't 
be easy for you, but be assured we will back you all the way." (5)

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, p. 5

TMi C
STAFF: Dawson

FILE: DATE: 28.6.75

PERSONS/ENT1TIES:

CIA
LODGE, Henry Cabot

OCCURRENCE!

DATES: I CATEGORIES:

25 Aug. 1963 [ DIHVj

In a CIA cable to Saigon (DIR 63855), of August 25, 1963, the following message appeared:

"FYI CIA not consulted re cable being sent separately, which however cleared at highest 
levels. In circumstances believe CIA must fully accept directives of policy makers and seek 
ways accomplish objectives they seek. While have not seen exact text, understand it invites 
LODGE final judgment. . . . Danger in present course of action appears to be throwing away 
bird in hand before we adequately identified birds in bush, or songs they may sing. Thus 
suggest a real search for courses of action which might retain options in our hands at same 
time as taking positive stand rather than waiting for situation to clarify (at which point we 
probably unable to affect it.) This boils down to seeking some middle ground for at least 
interim period., ..." (7)

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, p. 7 fSTAFF: Dawson



CATEGORIES:DATES:
25 August 1963

gERSONS/ENTlTIES:

XglARDSON, Saigon Chief of Station
L/fi'IH, General (SVN)

>5PA, CIA officer in Saigon
© ________ _______"Occurrence : — • L.Mtj

iSi CIA cable" from Saigon (SAIG 0291), the following message appears on August 25, 1963:
N>

JI&EF OF STATION RICHARDSON reports that GENERAL KHANH requested an immediate meeting with
’SlA Qin officer of the CIA Saigon Station]. At the meeting, KHANH requested assurances that 

U S Government would support the VIETNAMESE ARMY if it should move against the DIEM
MME." (7) 

&■

SOURCE: I-G. REPORT 1967, P- 7
/her C

FILE:

STAFF: Dawson

DATE: 28.6.75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
CIA

DATES: >

26 August 1963 |
CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE
pl v * ’ [ i ’

3n August 26, 1963, in a CIA document entitled "ONE Staff Memorandum No. 60-63 Internal ONE 
.forking Paper, CIA Distribution Only," the following statement appears^ 

'On balance,.we believe the best hope for the preservation of US interests and attainment 
2f US objectives in South Vietnam lies in the possibility of a coup d'etat by anti-Communist 
lationalists with sufficient military support to obviate prolonged civil war. Such a group 
night not prove able to salvage the situation and, indeed, might eventually prove no better 
;han the.present regime. Such a development would, however, enable the US and anti-Communist 
nationalist elements to make a fresh start .unencumbered and unhampered by political errors of 
last years, months, and weeks. In such a fresh start, we believe, lies the only viable hope 
for the attainment of US interests and objectives in South Vietnam." (8)

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT"19b?, Part V,' p. 8 STAFF:

FTT.F •



£pn August 26, 1963, HELMS' record of a Presidential Meeting on Vietnam, is below. The other 
JPIA participant was GENERAL MARSHALL CARTER, DDCI.

1
u, PERSONS/ENTITIES:
0
&ELMS, Richard LODGE, Henry Cabc
Barter, Gen. Marshall KENNEDY, John F.
9'IHU CIA
«IH4 DEPTEL 2^3
SELT, ADM. Harry D. (CINCPAC)

DATES:

t
26 August 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM /

1. W.H®
« OCCURRENCE:

^'The question was raised as to whether there had been such a significant change in the Vietnam 
^situation that it really appeared desirable to dump the NHU's and possibly DIEM himself. Prin
cipal points discussed were: ADMIRAL FELT's concern over the dangers inherent in the current 
IF action in South Vietnam; the fact that LODGE had not seen DIEM to discuss the future role
of the NHU's; the meaning of the phrase 'give direct support to military commanders' in DEPTEL 
2^3; the question of succession; and what would happen if the action taken over the weekend 
failed. The PRESIDENT asked for another session on August 27 with participants to present 
biographic data on key SVN personalities and a contingency plan for the succession." (8-9)

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, Part C, pp. 8-9 STAFF: Dawson

FILE:
DATE: 28.6.75

MINH
RICHARDSON, John
CONEIN m
SPERA

Calgon on
1%3 (SAIG 0330),

’•v

a CIA cable 

"RICHARDSON r 
WW said he

26 Aug. i963 ;

August 26, 
pports the results of 
e was not vet- 1 the C0NETn/gpt?p/>Vet ready, and appr°aches to the

said he would h->vo <- W generals have to check „lth



3 PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:50955 
D

ocld:32423615 
Page 57

HARKINS (MAC/V)
CIA
DEPTEL 2113

27 Aug. 1963

r

KENNEDY, John F.
IIELMS (DD/P) .
COLBY, William
CARTER
LODGE, Henry Cabot

OCCURRENCE": q ,
On August 27, 1963, there was a Presidential Pieeting on Vietnam. The record was taken by 
HELMS'or by COLBY for the CIA, and the other CIA participants were CARTER and HELMS:

"The PRESIDE,NT stated that a coup should not be attempted unless it would be successful and 
asked whether we could turn back at this point. The PRESIDENT asked that the judpjnent of 
LODGE and HARKINS be sought on the prospects for victory or defeat of a coup. A cable was 

drafted asking if they still agreed with their concurrences to DEPTEL 2M3." (9-10)

I

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, Part C, pp. 9-10 STAFF: Dawson

FILE:
DATE: 28.6.75

CATEGORIES:DATES:

27 Aug. 1963
DEI TEL 2113 DEPTEL 256
KENNEDY, John F.
LOWE, Henry Cabot
HARKINS, John (Commander, MAC/V)

OCCURRENCE^ ------------------—'

DIEM

w 

.. — -»A.> .1 ‘.uS k C J Utf
In a State telegram to Saigon (DEPTEL 256), on August 27, 1963, the following message appeared:

Examination of reports to date gives considerable hope but leaves unanswered aup^inn^ 
Proceeding from the concept outlined in DEPTEL 2^3 as modified mw q 5 10?S.' ' * *
appraisal of present nrosnecW as modified, now desire your prompt interim
of develoninZsitJatinn / ikshSot authority asks whether you and HARKINS, in light

e eloping situation, presently favor operation as currently planned bv aenerals We wm'h
to give you all possible support In best available course but £o( to (nsist on S/leelL™ 
that developing evidence makes it wise to modify." Qo) insist on any decision

—R--: -I-G. REPORT 1967, Part C, p. 10
STAFF: pawson

FILE:



s ——^;n. num

^UNSELEER NHU

D
ocld:32423615 

Page 58

"OCCUR|U'

Dinh, on 
Diem and 
post for

'SOURCE;

PIPE-

GATES:
CjOugust
WT"

category 
diem<—

. , +„ inform both President
approxl^ely 31/^1" SXXaVe^ted a 
Counseller tfcu that he was their 

himself•

Hearings, S.S.C.I.j 
pages 12-13•

6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one,
S'ffiRF: pawson

D/vm: 6/30/75

e,.uns/ent 1TXES:
UCHARDSON, John

DATES:
28 Aug. 1963

CATEGORIES:

E

UccurrenceT , aj , , r ~i '■. < U d 13a *J 
i August 28, 1963, RICHARDSON reports in a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG O363) that: 

situation here has reached point of no return....Unless the generals are neutralized before 
:ing able to launch their operations, we believe they will act and that they have a good 
ance to win....We all understand that the effort must succeed and that whatever needs to 

done on our part must be done...." (10)

I.G. REPORT 196?, Part C, p. 10

'TLE:

IMson

DATE: -- -



| tERSOHS/ENTITIES: 
jisc”executive COIT4ITTEE 
3Ems, Richard

' DATES: CATEGORIES:

CIA

n

* OCCURRENCE:

29 Aug. 1963 DIEM*

a NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE meeting on Vietnam on August 29 1963 
$ith a record taken by DD/P HELMS, shows that ' ybj’ 
ffl

consensus was that HARKINS should confirm to the generals that the approaches from CIA 
gere bona fide and represented the views of the US government. There was agreement that 
It res mllltSliffeSlM? sT 'fat the.gnerals were Planning to’do and whether

" (12) ***"" sivins the sense of «* meetln« drafted

(Other CIA participants were not identified.) (12)

r.G. report 1967, Part C., p. if
_• Dawson

FILE: P..AJT^.; 28.6.75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES:
KENNEDY, JOHN F. BUNDY, McGeorge
RUSK, Dean NSC Exec. Com. 28 Aug. 1963
McNAMARA, Robert LODGE, Henry Cabo :
TAYLOR, Maxwell HARKINS, John

OCCURRENCE:
On August 28 1963, the PRESIDENT met privately with RUSK, McNAMARA, TAYLOR, and McGEORGE 
BUNDY He reported to the rest of the NSC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE merely that three telegrams 
were^being se^t to Saigon: a personal message to WDGE from the P™TT,a general message 

from the DEPARTMENT to the AMBASSADOR, and a telegram from TAYLOR to HARKINS. OE

(This is reflected in notes taken by H1LLMS (DD/P) of the NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE meeting on Vietnam. Other CIA .participants are not identifie .

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, Part C., p. 11

FILE:

STAFF: Dawson

DATE: 28.6.75



CATEGORIES:- RUSK
JOHNSON, Lyndon B. McNAMARA
®IMS BUNDY
CARTER
COLBY

T'OCCURRENCE:

DATES: ?
30 Aug. 1963 [ DM/

o OCCURRENCE: ------ R'“FT'l"jh<v L—TTa ---------------------- 11 \ v j I j .......1 ’■
Cgi August 30, 1963» there was a VICE PRESIDENTIAL meeting on Vietnam', with HELMS, CARTER 
s©d COLBY participating. The record is provided by C/FE COLBY which shows that:

hJ 
§USK referred to recent cable traffic and said that he was not even sure whom we were dealing 

/$th or what they were planning. McNAMARA pointed out that there was some question whether 
me generals ever did have a plan. BUNDY said he had re-read the earlier traffic and noted 
•zfeat they never said they did. GEN. CARTER said he believed that the general’s coup was not 
Likely at this stage and that in another week we will be approximately where we were before 
^ne attack on the Buddhist temples. BUNDY suggested we consider additional contingencies 
)ffore the GROUP and whether the assumption that NHU is impossible is well founded." (13)

SOURCE: I<G. report 1967, Part C., p. 13 STAFF: Dawson

FILE: P-ATE: 28.6.75

OCCURRENCE:
At a VICE PRESIDENTIAL meeting on Vietnam, on August 31, 1963, a record by C/FE COLBY reflects 
that:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
JOHNSON, L.yndon B. HARKINS
COLBY CAREER
RUSK HELMS
McNAMARA
LODGE

DATES:

31 Aug. 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

"RUSK suggested we look at precisely what in the Vietnam situation made us think of a coup 
and what might be done to improve conditions in Vietnam. McNAMARA suggested the first re
quirement was reestablishment of communication between LODGE and HARKINS.. RUSK directed 
that a telepram be prepared for Saigon making suggestions as to what we might ask the GVN 
to do." (1/

DDCI CARTER and DD/P HELMS.also participated.)

SOURCE: I>G> REPORT 1967 5 Part C, p. 11 STAFF: Dawson



^PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

/©KINS 31 Aug. 1963 DIPMi/

n^August 31, 1963, in the Saigon Station's chronology of August 1963 coup activities, the
□glowing report appears:

IjgNERAL HARKINS was authorized to meet with KHIEM to give KHIEM assurances of USG backing. 
i-HEM showed a reluctance to talk and suggested that HARKINS meet with GENERAL MINH. KHIEM 
o^nented that MINH had called off the planning and was working on other methods which KHIEM 
igld not describe. KHIH4 further stated that the generals were not ready as they did not have 
a®ugh forces under their control. HARKINS decided not to give KHIEM assurances which he had 
egn authorized to impart. LODGE approved HARKINS’ decision on 31 August after HARKINS re
nted." (13)

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, Part C., p. 13

FILE:

STAFF: Dawson

DATE: 28.6.75

Colby stated that the "...in this situation we were having almost daily 
meetings with senior officials in the CIA, State Department, Defense De
partment and so forth, in the basement of the White House and there was 
no question that this was national policy and hammered out. ...at these 
meetings, these were the meetings at which Mr. McCone and I argued very 
st rong 1 y .that we should not move against the Diem government we should 
continue'to work with it." Page 36 msg

TOP won



PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

o ID c. Cn
CONEIN Fall 1963 DIEM

| OCCURRENCE: " ±~— :
& CONEIN stated that: there was dissldence within the coup group, the people who
w were going to pull the coup and one general didn't like the other general. The best way I 
g can describe it, if you had three Vietnamese generals sitting and talking to you, one general
w would talk, walk out of the- room to go- to the "John", two would tell you, don't trust that
h one, and finally the one who had;put-waited the other two, there would be one left, and he

would say, don't trust those two’' p. 31

Ch
M TOP SECRET

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein 
FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES: 

COLBY
DATES:

Fall 1963 DIEM

STAFF:

DATE:
R. DAWSON

July 1, 1975

CATEGORIES:

LODGE, HENRY CABOT .-
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
-STA^^EBAR^ENT_________ :__________ :______________________ ____________________________________________

COLBY stated that "I would say that the embassy's position, the political 
section -and the ambassador, was much more sympathetic to the proposition that the war cou.1' 
not successfully be conducted with President DIEM still in power without a major change in 
his style of operation. However, there is an additional factor, this which was the public 
pressure on the policy levels of our government in Washington, and the United States, and . 
think this public pressure was felt particular by the people in the NATIONAL SECURITY COUN' 
and by the people in the STA'IE DEPARTMENT." p. 61

SOURCE: STAFF:
R. DAWSON



!J1
0
Sp E R S 0 N S / E N TITIE S : '
^COLBY

£LODGE , -C •
®-NSC 
w

, ..... . ......____ _ .... stated. ____

PATES;
.

Fall 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

. ——n -- ■ * " ------ ----------- 1—   ------- ----- ■ -- — —— ■ —
^OCCURRENCE: COLBY ■'that: "The Defense Department was almost totally in a position th.:
Kthe wars in the countryside, that the countryside seems to be going along reasonably well.

that this (DIEM's continuance in office) is an urban problem, urban political problem whici 
J should not interfere with the main things going on. This was true of the Secretary and 
^General HARKINS out there and the Joint Chiefs here and so forth", p. 62

SOURCE:_______________ ___ _____________________________________________ ; STAFF: R. Dawson
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby

DATE:
FILE:

1 July 1975

PERS0N3/ENTITT.ES:
NHU

LODGE, 
COLBY

DATES:

Fall 1963

CATEGORIES}

OCCURRENCE: COLBY stated in response to a question as to whether there was any serious 
attempt to persuade DIEM to leave office voluntarily that: "There had certainly been dis
cussions to have NHU leave Vietnam at various tines". But, "there was almost no direct 
contact between our ambassador LODGE and President DIEM, very little contact." P. 66



DATES- CATEGORIES:IPERSON S/ENTIT IES:
□Tcolby

G
G

60 Fall 1963 DIEM

NSC

hOC’CD FRENCH: COLBY stated that the public pressure that was brought uoon or was felt by 
^the NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL and by the people in
»for President DIEM." p. 61
M

(jt

"one of distas;

Cu 
US 
ft

ffi S' i

Hearings, SSCI, June 20. 1975, Colby
FILE.'

]~STAFF:' 

i
!DATE:

R. DAWSON

1 July 1975

been described publicly a number of times, was that at one time, particularly with the

PERSONS/ENTITIES :
COLBY
PRESIDENT KENNEDY
GENERAL KRULAK Ep
MR. MENDELHAY K

DATES: 
Fall 1963

pi \ i ,*

CATEGORIES: 
DIEM

L ' T
1
PS

COLBY stated that: "The most dramatic way in which this was posed, this has

frustrating period the President (Kennedy) faced with these two strong positions, he sent 
two officers, one a General Krulak, who was an assistant to Secretary McNamara and a Mr.
Mendelhay, who had formerly been the political counsellor in Saigon, to Saigon for about 
five days to make an assessment on the spot and they came back to the camera roan, and one 
sat on one end of the room and one sat on the other and General Krulak first said he had b-. 
to 20 provinces and talked to 20 provinces and 30 military chiefs and all that sort of thir 
and the war business (was) going on basically and there were some problems, but the thing 
was that they seemed to have a strategy and they seemed to be moving along on it, then 
Mendelhay said he went to three cities and talked to lots of civil servants and political 
people, and all the rest of it and there was a general feeling that the cause hopeless be
cause there was so much distaste for President DIEM and so much opposition, and the general 
feeling that the war could not be won. And the President, of course, looked at them and 
SOURCErtTd1/ Jij-Urtfinhuo y*" U (hTscyne couriery ? f STAFF:

Hearts, SSCI> J<w 20> lg75,

T? T T 17 • a._ I ' !■ I. . , 1 ' HA 1117 .



| Reasons/ENT H1RS : DATES: CATEGORIES:

• §ili , To nth at 
kO

I Mi, ixh’.o Din li 
e
» Occurrence?
&

w Mg
Itajncin stated that Diem anil Nhu did . not understand. Dinh's role as a double 
.$ent. Diem or Nhu had. planned to have a Bravo I and a Bravo IT that Diem 
>{§ Nhu would have their own conn and go down to Vonp.tau as if they were 
•£k:.i ping and there would immediately be a counter-coup to bring, D ieni - - al 1 
instigated by Nhu back to power by popular acclamation. So on November 1 
ta 1 p.in. in the afternoon when troops were moving it was assumed l>y Dicm 
iSd Mini that this was part of Diem's nlan to have a counter-coup. Page 66-68.

CH

SOURCE: Hearings, SSC, Conein, June 20, 197 5

FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

CONEIN
DINH
GENERAL DON

DATES:

September 1963

STAFF:

DATE:

Daws on

7/1/75

CATEGORIES:

HUAN, Conmanding Officer, Military
75-r-p-,-j-prAeftdemy at Delat------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
------------- -------- - DON promised DINH that he would personnaly speak to the President on DINH's
behalf and that he would ask that DINH be granted the Ministry of Interior, while he, DON, 
would ask for the Ministry of National Defense. DINH believed that DON had his personal 
interest at heart and DON did in fact make such an appeal to the President to enlarge his 
government, but made the proposal in such a way that it would have been impossible for DIEM 
or NHU to accept. Deadlines were given. DINH was informed that the President would give hii 
the ministerial post. After the deadlines had passed and DINH had not received what he tho
ught was his proper recognition, GENERAL DON and other officers including HUAN continued to 
lend sympathy to DINH.while DINH was still waiting for his ministerial post. p. 13

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Exhibit 1, Conein
DAWSON

DATE: Tnno QO 1 Q7E;
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=?—------------------------------------------
mPERSONS/ENTITIES:
| GENERAL MINH

KHIEM
e LODGE, Heng' CABOT
§ DON, GENERAL

DATES:

September 1963

CATEGORIES:
DIEM •/

still more talk of COUDS . and at t?
time, the month of September, I had been told by Ambassador LODGE that I was to monitor co;, 
olanning only... .That I was to convey any messages. I had conveyed messages to BIG MINH 
on two occasions, GENERAL KHIEM on one occasion. I had_met with GENERAL KHIEM and BIG MI.-.- 
on another occasion. On several occasions, I had met 'with GENERAL DON and other military

m leaders.", p. 23
Cu

Cl

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

FILE:

TSTAFFj
R. DAWSON

i 20 June 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES
RICHARDSON, John 
DIEM 
NHU 
CIA 
COL. TUNG

OCCURRENCE:

DATES: I

2 Sept. 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEMlZ

on September 2, 1963, ‘ H ■ ifu ;
In a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG 0523),/the I.G. REPORT provides the following suimury:

"RICHARDSON cabled a dairage assessment. He concluded that DIEM and the NHU's are fully aware 
that the USG encouraged the GENERALS to attempt a coup and that CIA was the instrumentality of 
this encouragement. He Judged there was an even possibility that all major programs could 
go forward as in the past. He listed as a major dilemma the Stations future relationships with 
COL. TUNG. He noted his dissatisfaction with TUNG as a GVN liaison vehicle through which to 
conduct PM.programs, but noted that the GVN had offered no alternative. Unless we, were willing 
to discontinue our NVN, Laos border, and cross-border programs, we must continue to work with 
TUNG. {NOTE: PM programs = paramilitary programs}

"The Times of Vietnam published charges that the CIA was plotting and financing a coup 
and was giving asylum to the chief anti-DILM Buddhist leader. Ihe story was picked up and widely 
played by the New York Daily News, the Chicago Tribune, Baltimore Sun, and other prominent

SOURCE: newspapers." (15-16) I STAFF: ------------------------



DATES: CATEGORIES:I PEKSUNS/ENTITIES: 
DIEM 
NHU 
BUNDY

KENNEDY, John F. 
!®IMS ; 6 Sept. 1963 DIEM

RUSKiSmE_____2 Occurrence?
A-tJ a PRESIDENTIAL meeting on Vietnam, on September 6, 1963, 'HELMS knd COLBY provide the fol
lowing summary:
w

'^USK stressed the immediate need for direct contact between LODGE and DIEM. BUNDY pointed out 
the necessity of advising LODGE not to have a real show-down with DIEM over NHU at this forth
coming meeting, as one of LODGE's cables indicated he was headed very much in this direction. 
IgJSK agreed to do this. The PRESIDENT agreed with the desirability of silencing MADAME NHU but 
depressed some doubt that NHU's participation was as fatal as STATE seemed to say it was. RUSK 
commented that the COUNTRY TEAM had stated its feeling that NHU must go, to which the PRESIDENT 
replied that they may have been operating under directives received from here." (16)

SOURCE: I>G. report 1967, Part C, p. 16

FILE:

§.T.AFF: [)awson

28.6.7'



DATES: CATEGORIES:

USK

^PERSONS/ENTITIES: 
WJEDY, John F. DIM4 

NHU 
BUNDY 

' MADAME NHU 

; 6 Sept. 1963

^OCCURRENCE 
&t^a PRESIDENTIAL meeting on Vietnam, on September 6, 1963, 'HELMS knd COLBY provide the fol- 

agring summary:

ifsK stressed the immediate need for direct contact between LODGE and DIEM. BUNDY pointed out 
he necessity of advising LODGE not to have a real show-down with DIEM over NHU at this forth- 
qgiing meeting, as one of LODGE'S cables indicated he was headed very much in this direction.

agreed to do this. The PRESIDENT agreed with the desirability of silencing MADAME NHU but 
pressed some doubt that NHU's participation was as fatal as STATE seemed to say it was. RUSK 
cemented that the COUNTRY TEAM had stated its feeling that NHU must go, to which the PRESIDENT 
'eplied that they may have been operating under directives received from here." (16)

SOURCE: I.G. REPORT 1967, Part C, p. 16 STAFF: Dawson

FILE: DATE: 28.6.75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

Special Forces CIA payments 
CIA
Tung, Col.
Pell, DAvid

8 Sept. 1963
DM4 . . . 

i > ; '

OCCURRENCE^ ‘ ' 1 :
On 8 September 19&3 wire services in prominent newspapers carried a story that the 
Soecial Forces troops who raided the pagodas on the 21 August were still being 
paid secretly by CIA. This story was. attributed to a highly reliable source in 
V.'ashington and gave details of support to Col. Tung in the amount of $3,000,000 
annually, and of payment of$250,000 on 3 September. The story was datelined in 
V.’ashington and in Manila. David Bell warned in a tele vision interview that the 
U.S. Congress might cut fcack aid to Vietnam unless the Diam government charged 
its policy.

H

SOURCE::
IG Report 1967 (CIA) , p. 17

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE:



CATEGORIES:

DIEM

W 50955 
D

odd: 32423615 
Page 69

!< r U ^PERSONS/ ENTITIES: DATES:
10 Sept. 1963.Crewlaok, Victor"Gen. J Mendenhall,Jos. A.

UN Adviso:
Bureau Fab Eastern 

1 .Affairs__
■J^ermedv  ̂jJbhnF. _______

cc cu jj HEN u B: Ricliardson,John ; ■-

At a Presidential meeting on Vietnam with Carter and Colby in attendance, the 
following record by Colby is provided of the meeting of September 10, 1963- 
General reported his findings in Vietnam. His conclusions were that the
war was going ahead at an impressive pace and that the Vietcong war could be won 
if current U.S. military and" socologicalprograms are continued. Mendenhall, the 
§tate representative who accompanied Grelapk, expressed the view that there was 
complete breakdown of the Siagon civilian government In the security situations in 
the provinces had deteriorated. The President asked where the two gentlemen had been 
insame country. Rusk suggested that the focus be on what happened in July and August 
that reversed the optimistic judgments in May and June. Mr. McCone talked from a 
pprsnnal telegram which he had received Richardson recommending against any cut in aid 

SOURCES ———
IG Report 1967 (CIA), p. 19

Counterinsurgency Specialist^ 
Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Rusk, Dean Sec. of State

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Diem
Richardson, Chief of Station CIA Siagon

DATES:

10 Sept 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

OCCURRENCE: ’ ~~ i---------------------------------------------

On 10 September 1963 in a cable from the CIA station in Siagon (SAIGO76O) to 
Washington, the following quotation appears: "Am inclined to feel general officers 
will seek evolutionary accomodation with Diem, (if he permits them to do so) 
unless overall situation clearly deteriorates, there ' -
is breakdown of civil order or of governmental machinery,or unless war effort 
begins to go backward seriously (despite damages suffered since 8 May and 21 August 
am Inclined to believe we should be able to resume successful prosecution of war 
in military and civil sections) , do not align myself wi.th the view that USG should 
suspend aid

IG Report 1967 (CIA), p. 19

SOURCE: STAFF:

Dawson



I

Kennedy, Join F. President 
CIA

DA 1/ S:

10 Sept. 196.3

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

' / ; 5 . M
occurrence: ; ■—-—-—r—-—— 

On 10 .-Optember 1963, in an intcivicw by Huntley and Brinkley, the Pi"esldent denied 
she charge that the CIA makes its own policy.

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA), p. 19
FILE:

STAFF; “

DATE: Dawson

6/27/75

p/Rocf/sAN'i. rm s : CATEGOHJTm
Dundy, 
Colby
IfcCone 
McNamarra 
Kennedy, President

Carter 'and Colby participating for the CIA, Colby provided the following record: Bundy 
stressed the need to unify U.S. government posture, to coordinate press guidance and to 
contznl outgoing messages to Saigon.■ He emphasized the importance of following the 
President’s guidance on this delicate problem, in spite of intensly differing views of 
what should be done and how, the risk, minimum objectives, and facts. McNamarra stated 
that his position was virouously against throwing out this government without seeing 
an alternative and that none appeared to exist. Mr. McCone consented that the problem 
was not so much the existence of an alternative as to how to put one into power. Bundy 
summarized the President's position as one in which we must express our reservations 
as to mistakes and misdeeds of Diem but not be a position where we can not deal with
him further

SOURCE': STAFF:
Dawson



CATEGORIES:

DIEM

a! PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Richardson, John
Sfeede, General
‘CIA Station Siagon

DATES

11 Sept 1963
e
o________________________________ ________________ ________ ____________________________________ ___________________________ __________________________________ ■

H OCCURBOCE: In a SepternbGr 11? 1963 CIA cable from Saigon (SAIGO797) Richardson 
Reported that the country team attempted to agree on a six page summary cable to answer 

cable from the department requesting views. 'Hie team was unable to agree even on the
£first three pages of the sunmary. Weediand Richardson dissented on the basis of the 
pSraft summary was too sweeping and too negative Including definitively about the country 
%n an inadequate basis of data. He said: "in some ways we seem to have reached the 
»f)oint in the official American community, where if you think we can win with the present 
government, you are simply not running in the right direction with the majority."

SOURCE:
IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 20

STAFF":
Dawson

FILE: °ATE: 6/27/75
z

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
McCone ’ Lodge
Colby Nhu
Rusk
Bundy

DATES:

11 .Sept 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM ■ - .. ■

OCCURRENCE: In a September 1171963 meeting of the National SEcurity Council 
Executive Committee meeting on Vietnam, the record taken by Colby (with McCone also 
being present for the CIA) the following appears: "Rusk said he believed that we were 
not likely to achieve an independent Vietnam unless we could eliminte Nhu. At the same 
time he was not willing to say that Diem .-should go, he aaw no alternative. Rusk commented 
that we should work with Lodge on Diem to take over the real leadership: and become the 
real President. McCone suggested also the desirability of negotiating with Diem. Bundy 
read off a CIA suggestion for a process of negotiating with Nhu.

SOURCE:

FILE:'

'STAFF:

DATE:Dawson
IG Report 1967 (CIA), p.



i PERSONS/ENTITIES: CATEGORIES:
)

DIEM

Sodge, Ambassador Henry Cabot 

cji

DATES:

11 Sept 1963

e o 
h (5c^rrence3 ——
Jn a state telegram from Saigon (SAIG^78) Lodge provided the following reflection on 
ghe situation: "My best estimate of the current situation in Vietnam is (a) that 
gt is worsening rapidly; (b) the time has arrived for the U. S. to use what effective 
functions it has to bring about the fall of the existing government and the installation 
tff another; and (c) that intensive study should be given by the best brains of the 
eoveinment to all the details, procedures and variants in conncection with suspension 
#f aid." 
re

SOURCE:

IG Report 19^7 (CIA) p. 21
FILE:

Pr, i < S OHS/ E111 I r IF S :
McCone Nhn
Coloy Hillsman
Kennedy, John- F. Tung 
McNamarra Diem
Lodge

DATES :;

11 Sept 63

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

6/27/75

CATITIOIUES:

OCCURRENCE? In a Presidential meeting on Vietnam with the CIA participants
being McCone and Colby the record by Colby reflects that McNamarra pointed out that 
Lodge has little contact with Diem and has not been out of Saigon. Mr. McCone commented 
that he believed that we should: move’caut io sly, that we should talk seriously to Diem 
and that Lodge should be urged to visit the countryside to obtain a more realistic 
view of the effects of suspending aid. Mr. McCone also suggested that another approach 
be made toNhuito seek his cooperation ina depai-ture. The President asked whether we 
had carefully studied the detail effects of cuts in aid.(as proposed in a paper prepared 
by Hillsman). It was evident that the effects had not been studies. The President 
asked DOD and CIA to analyze the Hillsman paper. He also asked that a telegram be sent 
to Lodge asking him to try to reduce the press leakage from Saigon and to establish some 
real contact with Diem. Any current plans for aid negotiation should be stalled, and the

6TTniy~St^ps^al<eirtn‘dM^uuntE^r^^uch--^s-^be 
nm GIA navment to Col Tung last week. |
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§ PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
Shellman, Huntington
Truehart, William, DON 13 Sept 19&3 DIEM
Lodge, Henry Cabpt . .
Don, General ■ . <

OC^WRENCE:" ~

In a CIA cable from Saigon on 13 September 1963 (SAIGO89O) Hungtington Shellman v/ho 
visited Saigon reported his.views of the situation in Vietnam. He included as part of 
his report the substance of a discussion with DO'{\Truehart: "The Ambassador is 
considering charging McVey with making the approach to SV military. He mentioned Gen. 
Don, to attempt to stimulate early coup action with appropriate U.S. assurances. I 
inquired had Ambassador made such a proposal to Washington and was told this was within 
Lodge’s authority."

SOURCE:
IG Report 196? (CIA), p. 22

FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Halberstan, David
McCone, John, DCI

DATES:

15 Sept; 1963

STAFF:
DAWSON

DATE:

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: fi V f ' • ~ • •' ■
On 15 September 1963, Halberstam stated that the chief of the Central Intelligence 
Agency favors all out support for the present regime but that almost all other members 
of his staff are embittered over the raids in the pagodas. They also feel their 
chief close association with Nhu while necessary, has severely damaged intelligence 
gathering.

SOURCE: STAFF:
Dawson



tn
ES:♦ • DATES: CATEG.qPI_

15 Sept-. 1963
DIEM

J1L1J C vI'/V

g posors/ewtities 
(JI ....... ' ’ ’

‘fh ibcvstan, David. 
akiDne, John, DCI 
a''>.igon Station 
H & 
W NJ----
NJ ------------ .------ ....
$n 15 September 1963, Halberstam stated that the chief of the Central Intelligence 
Agency favors all out support for the present regime but that almost all other members 
of his staff arc embittered over the raids in the pagodas. They also feel their 
Jihief close association with Nhu while necessary, has severely damaged intelligence 
fathering.

OCCURHENCE:

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 23
FILE:

STAFF":
Daivson

DATE:
6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Richardson, John
Diem

DATES:

16 Sept 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM^

OCCURRENCE: T
In a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG0922) of 16 September 1963 Richardson replied to 
Washington’s requestfor his judgment on the desirability and feasibility of certain 
ideas, as Washington was then in the course of constructing an agreed plan. He 
cabled: "We must go on trying to win the war with current administration for as long 
as it persists in power (we should not attempt publicly to achieve objectives with 
respect to GVN with probability of attainment is virtually nil) we cannot covertly 
tinker with or engineer coup unless general situation is reasonably perpitious 
and if we are unable’ to establish necessary working contact with Vietnamese leaders 
willing and able to do the job with necessary means. (Agree we should carefully 
explore and perhaps carefully experiment with graduated measures designed to pressure 
Diem, within context of persuading him to take steps needed. These measures would be 
more effeftive if they are limited to practical and acheivable objectives.)"

“Staff :
Dawsm

SOURCE:
IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 24



CATEGORIES:

DIEM
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i PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Richardson, John 
Diem

DATES;

16 Sept 1963

OCCURRENCE: ' ‘
In a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG0922) of 16 September 1963 Richardson replied to 
Washington's requestfor his judgment on the desirability and feasibility of certain 
ideas, as Washington was then in the course of constructing an agreed plan. He 
cabled: "We must go on trying to win the war with current administration for as long 
as it persists in power (we should not attempt publicly to achieve objectives with 
respect to GVN with probability of attainment is virtually nil) we cannot covertly 
tinker with or engineer coup unless general situation is reasonably perpitious 
and if vie are unable to establish necessary working contact with Vietnamese leaders 
willing and able to do the job with necessary means. (Agree we should carefully 
explore and perhaps carefully experiment with graduated measures designed to pressure' 
Diem, within context of persuading him to take steps needed. These, measures would be 
more effeftive if they are limited to practical and acheivable objectives.)"

SOURCE:
IG Report 196? (CIA) p.

FILE:

24
STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

(Z f'Y7 /na

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Smith, David R.
CIA Acting Chief after 5 Oct 1963
Richardson, John Lodge
Dunn, Mike

DATES:

Sept 17, 1963

■- r i
l ' 1

CATEGORIES:

DIEM^

‘ I, Lr * ■
OCCURRENCE: . h 1 j q > p

In a memoranda for the record prepared by Helms on September^’ 1963? te'Reported 
rM;ilbhn, aiAC!JS^ Ine reporfcs thafc L°dge wanted to get rid of Mr. John Richardson
(Mike Dunn) had told Conein that lodge was 'to get rid of Richardson'. (On one 
occasion Dunn asked Conein, Jdo_you think that. Dave. Smith can run the stations for 
a temporary period while a new station chief is being sent out here?' "

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 24
FILE:'

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

6/27/7S
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Smith, David R.
CIA Acting Chief after 5 Oct 1963
Richardson, John Lodge
Dunn, Mike Saigon Station

Sept 17, 1963 DIEM

“ (TCOURRENCE: ■ ■ ,
In a memoranda for the record prepared by Helms on September- 17^ 1963, he 'reported ' 
"Smith (discuss with me) reports that Lodge wanted to get rid of Mr. John Richardson 
(Mike Dunn) had told Conein that Lodge was 'to get rid of Richardson’. (On one 
occasion Dunn asked Conein, ’do you think that Eave Smith can run the stations for
a temporary period while a nevi station chief is being sent out here?’ "

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 24

FILE:

STAFF:

Dawson

’6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: ____________ CATEGORIES:

Lansdale, Major General Rusk, Dean
McCone, John
Lodge, Henry Cabot
Richardson, John

Sept 19, 1963 DIEM

OCCURRENCE: LJ ET 1 ■‘W- :• 1 M

In a personal letter from McCone to Lodge it was stated that: "I was told by Dean Rusk 
that you proposed that Gen. Lansdale (replace Richardson as Chief of Station). I wish 
to enphasize the agency will reorient the Saigon station any practical way to meet your 
desires. Personnel, including the'station chief can be replaced ... Lansdale would 
not be acceptable to the organization or to me personally... if the decision is to 
abandon all hope of working with the regime then Richardson probably should be replaced 
.... We have no current intelligence nor resulting estimate in hand which could lead 
us to conclude that the present regime can be disposed of, or that there exists a 
replacement regime which would be better. This is not however to say that a coup may 
occur even before you receive this letter.........."

"STAFF:

Dawson

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 25
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PLlRSOPiS/ENTITIliS:

Lodge, Henry Cabot 
Kennedy, Joi in F.

OCCURRENCE:

CATEGORIES J

Sept. 19, 1963 Dlffl

On September 19, 1963 in a state telegram from Saigon (544) Lodge stated to the President > 
that "I agree that no good opportunity for action to remove the prosent government in > 
the imnediate future is apparent and that we should, therefore, do whatever we can as i 
an interim measure pending such eventuality. Frankly, I see no opportunity at all for J 
substantative changes. " j

SOURCE: STAFF:

IG Report 196? (CIA) p. 24-25
FILE:

DATE:
Dav; son

6/25/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Lansdale, Major General Rusk, Dean
McCone, John Saigon STation
Lodge, Henry Cabot
Richardson, John

~^CCURRENC~E':

DATES:

Sept 19, 1963

CATEGORIES:

In a personal letter* firm McCone to Lodge it was stated that: "I was told by Dean Rusk 
that you proposed that Gen. Lansdale (replace Richardson as Chief of Station). I wish 
to emphasize the agency will reorient the Saigon station any practical way to meet your 
desii’es. Personnel, including the station chief can be replaced ... Lansdale would 
not be acceptable to the organization or to me personally... if the decision is to 
abandon all hope of working with the regime then Richardson probably should be replaced 
.... We have no current intelligence nor resulting estimate in hand which could lead 
us to conclude that the present regime can be disposed of, or that there exists a 
replacement regime which would be better. This is not however to say that a coup iray 
occur even before you receive this letter......... "

0PURGE:

IG Report 196? (CIA) p. 25

STAFF:

Dawson



I PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CAThGurtihb:
Cjio McCone
S CIA Subcommittee on House Armed Services
“ . Sept. 23, 1963 DIEM
o ' ■ -
a PcWrrenceI —
" On September 23, 1963, the McCone briefed the CIA Subcommittee of House Armed Services.
« He told them that the agency was urging a slow cautious approach to the problem of
m ousting the Diem regime and that there appeared to be no replacement for the then 
® current regime that was capable of running the government.

haCu
ft

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 25

FILE:

STAFF:
Dav,'son

DATE:
•6/25/75

OCCURRENCE: DINH's desire to become a Minister was greater than "his allegiance to President 
DIEM. He became the actual key to the success of the coup. His facile, and at times

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
NHU
DINH

DATES:

October 1963 DIEM (.

CATEGORIES:

COLONEL TUNC 
CONEIN

brilliant mind, was used to the general's advantage in that GENERAL DINH convinced President 
DIEM that he, General DINH, along with COLONEL TUNG, should be given blanket orders to be 
a counter-coip force. 'DINH also convinced TUNG to move four of his principal airborne com
panies on a bootless operation outside of Saigon on 29 and 30 October, so that these troops 
would not be present on 1 November. DINH is the Minister of Security in the provisional . 
government. p. 13

TOP SEfflET
SOURCE: I STAFF:

I R. DAWSON
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Exhibit 1, Conein j

I DATE:



PERSONS/ENTITIES: CATEGORIES:
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CONEIN

DATES:

October 19&3

------—CONEIN stated that he looked upon his Job as conveying orders from bls am
bassador to the people that were planning the coup and to monitor those people who were 
planning the coup, and to get as much information so that our government would not be caught 
with their pants down. He did agree not to thwart the coup and in fact, to supply economic 
and military assistance if the coup succeeded, but did not conceive his objective the en
couragement or the promotion of the coup, nor'did he ever discuss the possibility of dis
couraging the coup. CONEIN stated that if the United States had now shown any interest or 
remained neutral in opposing DIEM, there would have been a coup anyway, pp. 38-41

SOURCE: “

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein 

FILE:

TOP SECRET
:I STAFF: 

---------- R. DAWSON
DATE:

July 1, 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

DINH
MINH
DON
COLONEL CO, Dinh's Deputy

Early October 
1963

DIEM

OCCURRENCE: thg post for DINH did not materialize by early October, the
coup principals realized that they had DINH actively thinking against the regime. It is 
evident from statements during the series of meetings with GENERAL DON and GENERAL MINH dur
ing the month of October that they still did not trust DINH, but felt they had compromised 
him sufficiently with his troops, and, if necessary to eliminate DINH if he showed any sign 
of compromising the generals. DINH was surrounded by officers who survellled him 24 hours a 
day including CO, his deputy, p. 13

TOP SECRET
R. DAWSONSOURCE: STAFF:



I

flat one point, etc. 
&

g PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

SCONEIN

eCOLBY, WILLIAM 
sn H SL

October, 196; DIEM

m OCCURRENCE: COLBY stated that "The CIA officer (CONEIN) received a call on October 30
«(1963) to come over and join the general staff and come to the meeting and essentially
2sat with them as they continued the operation from thereon. They didn't move to the de- 
^cision to run the coup and he sat in the headquarters during most of the time. He went home

SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975 5 Colby, pp. 11-12

FILE:

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

DATE: 
--------  29 June 1975



CATEGORIES:- ' PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Cone in -■
Gen. Don -

DATES: 
Oct. 2, 1963 

* DIEM X"

Gen. Duong Van Minh

coH

SOURCE: Hearings, SSUI, 6/20/73, Conein, Exhibit One.p-:f STAFF: Dawson

FILE:
DATE: 6/30/75

.PERSONS/ENTITIES:

OCCURRENCE: CONTINUED FTTOMi LAST CARD:

J. S t .

SOURCE STAFF:



PERSONS/ENTITIES:

AMBASSADOR LODGE 
CONEIN
GEN. DUONG VAN MINH

Occurrence:

•i .• I n■ 3 r.ou ting

&
ft
00 
W

SOURCE: ------—------
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Ccrein, Exhibit OnejO.S1:

FILE:

STAFF:

DATE.:

Dawson

6/30/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
McNamarra
Lodge
McCone
Richardson
Smith

OCCURRENCE:

DATsS:

Oct 3 - 4,1963

On October 3> Lodge wrote a personal letter to McCone stating that "I... agree with what
I understand McNamarra said to you. The time has come for a new face, but I also think 
of Richardson as a devoted and a patriotic American..." On October 4, 1963 in a CIA 
cable from Saigon, (SAIG1397) the following report appeared:"....it is clear that 
Lodge wants a change in chief of station... .departing Saigon 18 - 20 hours...". In a 
comment in the IG report it is noted that Richardson’s departure was based on a head
quarters request that he return to headquarters on TDY as soon as possible. Upon 
Richardson’s departure his deputy David R. Smith, became acting chief of station."

SOURCE

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 26

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE:



PERSONS/ENTITIES-
DATES:

CATEGORIES:
mcnamarra
TAYLOR 5 Oct 1963

r
. DIEM

FO
On 5 October 1Q6R in ^~Tr~ ”*---------—----------------- -
~lon ttet tte - "X as a fourth

policy of cool correctness"toward

OCCURRENCE:

sWrceT-------------- —___ __________ ______
„ ^Report 1967 C CIA p. 30 ' '

~~~________________ -________ ____ I DATE -

DAGj/S: CATEGORIES:

Oct 3 - 4,1963 DIEM

P ERSON S/E HTITIES • 
McNaiwra 
lodge 
McCone 
Richardson 
Eiiith

o^s;'Ti<REN(5irr
On October 3, Lodge wrote a personal letter to McCone stating that "I... agree with what 
I understand McNarnarra said to you. The time has come for a new face, but I also think 
of Richardson as a devoted and a patriotic American..." On October 4, 1963 in a CIA 
cable from Saigon, (SAIG1397) the following report appeared:"....it is clear that 
lodge wants a change in chief of station... .departing Saigon 18 - 20 hours...". In a 
comment in the IG xoport it is noted that Richardson's departure was based on a head
quarters request that he return to headquarters on TDY as soon as possible. Upon 
Richardson's departure his deputy David R. Smith, became acting chief of station."

'SOURCE:

IG Report 196? (CIA) p. 26

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE:
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OCCURRENCE":'

DATES: ______________ CATEGORIES:
LODGE
Dept, of State 
liC.'NA'4ARJ1A 5 Oct 1963 DIM
TAYLOR -< 'a :

: ( T ; tyjty ' J '

On 5 October 1963 in a states cable to Saigon (DEPTEL534)it was stated as a fourth 
instruction that the Ambassador should continue his policy of "cool correctness"toward 
GPN.

SOURCE:

IG Report 196? (CIA p. 30
FILE:

STAFF:

DATE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
KENNEDY, JOHN F. 
LODGE, HENRY CABOT 
WHITEHOUSE

October 5, 
_J=263_____ _

DIEM

OCCURRENCE:
In a White Rouse cable to Saigon (CAP6356O) of 5 Oct 1963, the following message appears: 
"...Presdient today approved recommendation that no initiative should be taken to give 
any active, covert encouragement to a coup. It should be urgent covert effort with 
closest security under broad guidance of Ambassador to identity and build contacts with 
possible alternative leadership as it appears...."

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 30

STAFF":

Dawson

SOURCE:
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^ODGE, HENRY CABOT categories•

r

Posslbt^STE

October 5

"5“~Sj "1>S
—£.is-

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
Kennedy, John F.
Colby, William
Coumodity Import Program Oct. b, 19&3 DIEM
McCone

occUrreiTceI ( ~ ~ ”
On 5 October there was a Presidential meeting on Vietnam. The only CIA participant was 
McCone. He provided the following record. 'Die meeting was held to discuss natters that 
became the subject of' DEPTEL 5/3^ (See later entry of 5 October.) DCI said it was the 
opinion of CIA with the exception of Colby, Chief Fareast Division, that fiddling with 
the commodity import program as a political lever would be much more likely to create 
an economic crisis undermining the war effort than to scare Diem and Nhu into a more 
cooperative attitude,.because it would seriously affect the confidence and planning 
of the Vietnamese business community and quickly engender inflationary measures at 
large of a more serious nature. It was the concensus of the meeting that some meaningful 
political movements had to be made but exactly what they should be was not determined.

SOURCE:
TO Ronnrt-. iqR? f CIA'S D. 27

STAFF:~

Dawton
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OCCURRENCE:

F.E RIS :
SMITH, DAVID

uOIffilN
t.ddge
MINH

DATES:

Oct 5, 1%3

CATEGORIES

DIEM

Tn a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG1W) of 5 October 1963, DAVE SMITH, the Acting Chief of 
Station cabled tha.t he had discussed this latest CONEIN/MINH meeting with Ambassador 
LODGE and DCN\'J'RUElJAl?r.. SMITH reported that he had recommended to Ambassador LODGE 
that: "we do not set ourselves errovacably against the assassignation plot, since 
the other two alternatives mean either a blood bath in Saigon or . protracted struggle 
which can rip the Army and the country asunder."

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA), p.28
FILE:

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 t, । 11
__

__
__

__
__

_
_ STAFF:

Dawson 
DATE:

6/27/75
— _

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Nhu, Ngo Dinh Conein
CAn, Ngo Dinh Lodge
Diem
Minh, General

DATES:

Oct 5, 1963 DIEM

CATEGORIES:

fOTTLE/T"
V-. 1L.l ' g ’

<

» 

j

On October 5, 1963 in a CIA Cable from Saigon (SAIG1045) it was stated that the 
meeting with Conein (approved by Ambassador in October) General Minh requested a 
statement of the U.S. Position with respect 
He said he did not expect U.S..G. support of 
that USG would not try to thwart his plans, 
accomplishment of the change of government:
Dinh Gin,keeping President Diem in office; _______
military units; and (c) direct confrontation between military units\involved in the 
coup and loyalist military units.

to a change in the GVN in the near future, 
a coup effort hut did need USG assurances

He outlined three possible plans for the 
(a) assasslnationof Ngo Din Nhu and Ngo 

(b) encirclement of Saigon by various

SOURCE
IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 27-28

FILE: DATE:

STAFF:
Dawson



^PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES

tJ)IEM, MC CONE, JOHN 
tOCCURRENCK:

5 or 6 Oct. 
1963

^ORFOT F KRwrnvT^ XTS1ied a reetins wlth : President KENNEDY and Attorney General 
ROBERT T. KENNEDY had with him on or about October 5 or 6, 1963. Ihe Attorney General was 

rather non-committal in the meeting. He and I walked downstairs together, and he said
Jfohn, are you sure you are right? And I said, I think I am and he said I’m rather surprised 
ft the position you took. And I said, well, you didn't disagree with it...'.'(T) This dis
cussion had nothing to do with assassinations. This was whether we should let the coup go

use our influences not to. Then interestingly enough, the President sent a series of mes- 
^ges to CABOT LODGE urging that he’d do all that he could to get DIEM to change his ways. 
OABOT LODGE'S first attempt failed and then he was called — CABOT LODGE was called by DIEM's 
Office and DIEM said, you tell the President to tell me what he wants ma to do and I'll do 
it. Unfortunately, the forces were surrounding the palace at that very moment and the coup 
was on. It was a kind of a dramatic little part of the history of that tragedy."-.
SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 6, 1975, McCone, pp. 63-64
STAFF:

R. DAWSON

FILE: DATE: 29 June 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
KAHN, CONEIN, LODGE, TRUHART, WM.
NGO DINH KAHN
SMITH, DAVID
COLBY, WILLIAM, MC CONE, JOHN

DATES:

5-7 Oct. 1963

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: COLBY testified as to the events surrounding the cable from Saigon of 5 Octo
ber 1963 which reads as follows: "We do not set ourselves irrevocably against the assass
ination plot since the other two alternatives mean either a blood bath in Saigon, or a pro
tracted struggle which could rip the army and the country asunder." And the response on 
6 October 1963 which COLBY wrote for MC CONE as follows: "MC CONE directs that you withdraw 
reconnendation to Arrtoassador concerning assassination plan under MC CONE Instructions as we 
cannot be in a position to actively condone such course of action thereby endangering our 
our responsibility, therefore COLBY explained that this second message he drafted was to 
eliminate assassination as an alternative. COLBY stated that the assassination of DIEM 
other brothers NHU and KAHN, NGO DINH KAHN, were to continue. A reply was sent on October ( 
from Saigon in response to the MC CONE cable saying that action was taken as,directed, mean
ing that the Ambassador had been so informed to withdraw the recoiwnendation.

SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby, pp. 12-17

FILE:

■Staffs
R. DAWSON

DATE: 29 June 1975



| PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES.: CATEGORIES:
MCCONE . ~~ “
LODGE
SMITH Oct 6, 1963 DIEM

ornjlnWICE': ~ '
In a CIA cable to Saigon (DIR73661of 6 Oct) the following appears: "... MCCONE directs 
that you withdraw recommendations from Ambassador (concerning assassignation plan) 
under MCCONE instructions as we can not be inposition actively condoning such course 
of action and thereby engaging our responsibility therefore."
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SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA), p. 28
FILE:

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
TRUEHART
LODGE
MCCOiiE
SMITH

DATES:

Oct 7, 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

TJcZTURRENCE:
In a response to the CIA cable of Oct. 6, 1963, to Saigon, the station in Saigon 
responded (SAIG1463 7 Oct): "Action taken as directed." In addition since DCZA 
TRUEHART was also present when original reconnendation was made, specific withdrawal 
recommendation at MCCONE's instruction was also conveyed to TRUEHART. Ambassador 
LODGE commented that he shares MCCONE’S opinion."

SOURCE:

IG Report 196? (CIA), p. 29
FIDE:

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

6/27/75



DIEM1'
SPECIAL GROUP

i PERSONS/ENTITIES; DATES:
uig BUNDY COLBY 
3 JOHNSON

KILPATRICK 
f MCCONE 
h OCCURRENCE:

On October 8, 1963 at a special group meeting the DCI expressed concern that there 
« was a lack of intelligence coverage during the period when "the U.S. was maintaining 
« a posture of almost no official contact at top levels." They refer to the fact 
2 that NHU and DIEM are not being contacted by Americans. Mr. MCCONE also referred 
01 to "theorientatlon of (Saigon) station functions." Mr. BUNDY pointed out that"for 
ns Americans to resume top level contacts at this time would appear to represent 
£ a political rapprochement. Ambassador LODGE might feel that this was running 
" counter to his policy." The Group gave its approval to the basis realignment of 
S station functions. (The nature of such functions are not outlined.)

r
SOURCE:

Minutes of Special Group Meeting Oct. 17, 196; 
FILE:

Kelley

6/28/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Tung, Col. Smith, David
Phillips, Rusus, AID Acting Chief of Station
Colby, William .Siagoii after 10
Richardson, John "Jocko"Aid to Diem Regime

DATES:
Oct 8, 1963

CATEGORIES:

5/63
DIEM

OCCURRENCE: u U Lbi b
On 8 September 1963, the CIA IG report reflects In a comment that the U.S. 
government publicly confirmed on Oct. 8, 1963 that aid had already been cut 
quitely and over a period of some months. Bill Colby, Jock Anderson and Dave Smith 
told us that the public announcement of the aid reduction was a signal to the 
general and that the reduction was planned with that in mind. It may be that 
the cut in aid was dellbei'ately planned to spur the generals on, but if so, that 
intention did not find its v;ay into the record. The nearest thing to it is in the 
record of a presidential meeting of 10 September 1963. The President asked 
Rufus Phillips of AID what specific actions Phillips recommended and he suggested 
"cutting aid to Colonel Tung which would be viewed by the generals with much 
enthusiasm as an indication of vlrgouous of American position. " In general, 
aid cuts were discussed in terms of bring pressure on Diem to make needed changes in

-plamed-5- -er-i^ewevep-lool^-upon-by- d^oDJ^^^nadminisiucatl on,_ it. is.
clear tr^AW"'Vietnamese considered the official confirmation of a:.c«fitfas a clear
token of their support of coup planning.

IG Report 196? (CIA), p. 17-18 Dawson
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PEgsoNs/ENTrmTT'

DATES:

Oct- 9, 1963

CATEGORIES

the tranXr’o^JOHN^CHMSoN ne"soonrerence the President st /„
surmises but 1 ean assuS^?,’ ? a verV dedicated nSlS ? that "Z taow that 
activities, but has onprat-V flatly that the CIA has servant, has led to
operating under — With thf^ Uncier cl°secontrol of the °U^ dependent

instructions." Wilh “Oration of the

WJ
Q

PERSONS/ENTITIES
LODGE, HENRY CABOT
COLBY, WILLIAM 
KENNEDY, JOHN F.

OCCURRENCE:

In a CIA cable to Saigon of October 9, 1963, marked eyes only for Ambassador (DIR74228) 
which was originaed by WILLIAM COLBY thefollowing appears:"... while we do not wish 
to stimulate coup, we also do not wish to leave thelnpression that U.S. would thwart 
a change of government or deny economic or military assistance to a new regime and if 
it appeared'capable of Increasing effectiveness of military effort, Insuring popular 
support to win war and inproving working relationships with U.S." The cable urges 
that the contact with MINH press for "detail information clearly indicating that 
MINH's plans offer a high prospect of success." The text states that these "additional 
general thoughts" have been discussed with the President and that the cable had been 
cleared with high officials at White House, State and Defense."

SOURCE: STAFF:
rtawsnh.



I PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
KENNEDY, JOHN F.
RICHARDSON, JOHN Oct. 9, 1963 DIEM

OCWR RENO E: ,.~Z ~ “ T

On October 9, 1963 Presidential newsconference the President stated that "I know that 
the transfer of JOHN RICHARDSON, who is a very dedicated public servant, has led to 
surmises but I can assure you flatly that the CIA has not carried out independent 
activities, but has operated under closecontrol of the Director of Central Intelligence 
operating under — with the cooperation of the National Security Council and under 
my instructions."
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SOURCE:

FILE:
IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 32

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
LODGE, HENRY CABOT KENNEDY, JOHN F.
MINH, GENERAL
DON, GENERAL
COLBY, WILLIAM

DATES:

Oct 10, 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM^

OCCURRENCE:

In a 10 October 1963 entry in the Saigon station's "history of the Vietnamese 
generals coup" it is noted that the Ambassador instruct the CIA not to initiate 
contact with General. MINH or DON, but the generals initiate contact, such contact 
were authorized. In the course of meetings with MINH or DON, assurances were to 
be given as specified in DIR74228 of 9 October wherein COLBY had stated that the 
matter of MINH's plans be detailed clearly indicating that MINH's plans offer a 
high prospect of success. " While we do not wish to stimulate a coup we also do 
not wish to leave the inpression that the U.S. would thwart a change of government 
or deny economic and military assistance to a new regime, if it appeared capable 
of increasing effectiveness in military effort...." , ... . .

SOURCE: '' STAFF:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 32-33 DAWSON
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES •
LODGE, HENRY CALOT
COLBY, WILLIAM Oct 9, 1963 DIEM
KENNEDY, JOHN F.

I ' 7 777}7 l7X: 7' U. M 
; • i v ■

OCCURRENCE: . . — - 7—
In a CIA cable to Saigon of October 9, 1963, marked eyes only for Ambassador (DIR7X28) 
which was originaed by WILLIAM COLBY thefoilowing appears:"... while we do not wish 
to stimulate coup, we also do not wish to leave theimpression that U.S. would thwart 
a change of government or deny economic or military assistance to a new regime and if 
it appeared capable of increasing effectiveness of military effort, insuring popular 
support to win war and improving working relationships with U.S." The cable urges 
that the contact with MINH press for '"detail information clearly indicating that 
MINH's plans offer a high prospect of success." The text states that these "additional 
general thoughts" have been discussed with the President and that the cable had been 
cleared with high officials at Unite House, State and Defense."

SOURCE:

IG Report 196? (CIA) p. 32

FILE:

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE :
6/27/75

persqns/entit ies :
LODGE, HENRY CABOT XnNEDY, JOHN F.
MINH, GENERAL
DON, GENERAL
COLBY, WILLIAM

^-^RENCg-;

DATES: CATEGORIES

Oct 10, 1963 
. Oct. 9,1963

In a 10 October 1963 ontry in the Saigon station's "history of the Vietnamese 
generals coup" it is noted that the Ambassador instruct the CIA not to initiate 
contact with General MINH or DON, but the generals initiate contact, such contact 
were authorized. In the course of meetings with MINH or DON, assurances were to 
be given as specified in DIR?4228 of 9 October wherein COLBY had stated that the 
matter of MINH's plans be detailed clearly indicating that MINH’s plans offer a 
high prospect of success. " While we do not wish to stimulate a coup we also do 
not wish to leave the iinpression that the U.S. would thwart a change of govcrnijient 
or deny economic and military assistance to a new regime, if it appeared capable 
of increasing effectiveness in military effort...."

SOURCE:' STAFF':"
DAWSONIG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 32-33



riLt'idui'ty/

g^MBASSADOR LODGE
$EN. MUTH
GEN. DON

■w _______ __________ ___
—Occurrence?

&
W
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yd. 11 no i

ct

kO
1:

Oct. 10, '63 DEEM

Lu t
con

STAFF: DawsonSOURCE^ Hearings, S.S^C.I., 6/20/75, Corein, Exhibit 0ne;

DATE:
FILI

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
jODGE, HENRY CABOT KENNEDY, JOHN F.
UNH, GENERAL
X)N, GENERAL
;OLBY, WILLIAM

DATES:

Oct. 9,1’953

CATEGORIES: 

diem y

OCCURRENCE:

In a 10 October 1963 entry in the Saigon station's "history of the Vietnamese 
generals coup" it is noted that the Ambassador instruct the CIA not to initiate 
contact with General MINH or DON, but the generals initiate contact, such contact 
were authorized. In the course of meetings with MINH or DON, assurances were to 
be given as specified in DIR74228 of 9 October wherein COLBY had stated that the 
matter of MINH's plans be detailed clearly indicating that MINH's plans offer a 
high prospect of success. " While we do not wish to stimulate a coup we also do 
not wish to leave the inpression that the U.S. would thwart a change of government 
or deny economic and military assistance to a new regime, if it appeared capable 
of Increasing effectiveness in military effort...." ...........

SOURCE? : ~ STAFF:
IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 32-33 DAWSON

FILE; - 6/27/75



i PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Senate Foreign Relations Cormiittee 
MCCONE

P6
 afi^

d GT9
£Z

tE
£:

pi
oo

a GG6
0G

DATES:

Oct 10,1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

OcCurrenceI ’—--------------------- ----------- —---------------- -
A briefing by MCCONE to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, it was noted that 
"we have not seen a successor government in the wings that we could say positively 
would be an inprovement over DIEM. Therefore it has been our counsel to proceed 
cautionsly, otherwise the situation might flare up which might result in something 
of a civil war, and the Communists would come out the victor merely by sitting on 
the sidelines."

SOURCE:

IG Reprot 196? (CIA) p. 33
FILE:

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE: 
-------- 6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: .CATEGORIES:

Senate Foreign Relations Committee
MCCONE - ' Oct 10,1963 DIEM

"OCCURRENCE:
A briefing by MCCONE to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, it v;as noted that 
"we have not seen a successor government in the wings that we could say positively 
would be an improvement over DIEM. Therefore it has been our counsel to proceed 
cautionsly, otherwise the situation might flare up which might result in something 
of a civil war, and the Communists would come out the victor merely by sitting on

the sidelines."

SOURCE:

IG Reprot 1967 (CIA) p. 33

FILE:

STAFF:

Dawson
ft fT' C' •

~~— -6/27/75
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T9
£Z

fK
£:

PI
3O

(I
 GG60G DATES: CATEGORIES:

Oct 23,1963 DJ±M

L7G-''a CLT'T'

PEIDSONS/ENTIT IKS:
CONEIN
GENERAL CON
DIR7J1228
LODGE, HENRY CABOT

In a October 23, 1963 entry into the Saigon stations, "History'of the Vietnamese Generals 
Coup", it was noted that a meeting with CONEIN requested by General DON, DON said the 
Generals had decided to try to stage.a coup within a week following 26 October. CONEIN 
under instructions passed the substance of DIR7;4228 to DON. DON promised he would seek 
permission of the coup committee to give CONEIN their political plan for the Ambassador's 

«eyes only.

SOURCE: STAFF:

IG Report 196? (CIA) p. 33 DATE: Dawson
FILE:

6/27/75

occwremce: hUr

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:

Lt. Colj PHAM NGOC THAO Oct. 24, '63 DIEM L/S

l’kT 1 T:A LAeWT'

A wrco.rt •.•.■•as iT.-ioivcd ai; a<.>:<I,-r.atoly 1230 hours 
Lha.t lite Colrzaol L'boa TTao wnm gila.'in?.ng- a
cot!) wshodulod for iNCG hurra; tho cm-.p failed to 

ibntwr. Inao aAwitfsd r;art the erm
1 i wan.;a; vol t.LtlTT s tr eT ew l.«•'.•• th® op a.)

vv’Wi'Lcl Lily® hegun cg> .wmfiVL-u.

SOURCE: Hearings, S.S.U.I., June 20, L/ft, Conein, Exhibit 1J STAFF: 
-------- ~— no, o. ^7 '"J -----------' Dawson

pt r.r • DATE •
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tn :..'O c pT-nx'to to tofe-stor Lags at th®

SOURCE:. Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/?b, Conein, Exhibit One

FILE:

oIAFF: Dawson

6/30/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
iNEIN
NERAL DON
R74228
>DGE, HENRY CABOT

DATES:

Oct 23,1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM 

irpn nrcpp-’-"- ■

OCCURRENCE: ''Lot ~----------- -- ..'(V 
a October 23, 1963 entry into the Saigon stations, "History of the Vietnamese Generals 

up", it was noted that a meeting with CONEIN requested by General DON, DON said the 
nerals had decided to try to stage a coup within a week following 26 October. CONEIN 
der instructions passed the substance of DIR74228 to DON. DON promised he would seek 
rmission of the coup committee to give CONEIN their political plan for the Ambassador's
es only.

SOURCE: I STAFF:
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SOURCE:
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one^jp, 6.

FILE:

Dawson

6/30/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
:;oN

: ONE IN
T . HUM

OCCURRENCE:

SOURCE: Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit One^f*. 6. STAFF: Dawson

FILE: DATE: 6/30/75



I
PERSONS/ENTITIES: 

0
S;en. MINH
%ON
SEN. HARKINS s « 
£ ONE IN

DATES:

10/18/63

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

hS

re
<D m

SOURCE: .
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/2O/f5> Conem, Exhibit One®, 
pa. cytt 4->.

FILE:

STAFF: 
Dawson

: DATE: x, 
6/30/75

Hearings, S.S.C.I., Cone in, Exhibit one, pSTAFF: Dawson
pages 13-1^.

I-’TL"-. 6/30/75



CATEGORIES:
gConein
J?Huan
W1
■^Gen. Harkins
^Ambassador Lodge 
s
H
& 

«

w 
w

kO

OCCURRENCE:

DATES: 
Oct . IT

PERSON S/ENTITIES:
DIEM

SOURCE: Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Corein, Exhibit One 
pci c/C

STAFF: Lawson

F IL DATE: 6/30/75

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75? Corein, Exhibit One.,
SOURCE STAFF: Dawson



CATEGORIES:PERSONS/ENTITIES:
CONEIN
MC NAMARA
NGU YEN QUANG
PHAM NGOC THAO ’

DATES: f 
---------- I

12 October 1963

QCCUHRENCE: When CONEIN was asked to explain the reference to Secretary MC NAMARA at p. 
5, Exhibit 1, he stated that there were different elements contacting the same group, i.e.

NGU YEN and THAO. But did not explain the reference to MC NAMARA. p. 29

SOURCE: STAFF:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein R. DAWSON
FILE: DATE:

---— — — — _ __  „___ .___________ ______  July 1, 1975______ ___

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

I
AMBASSADOR DODGE 
SECRETARY MACNAKRA

OCCURRENCE:

DATES: CATEGORIES:
Oct. 127^63 DIEMU-^

_____ — ---------------------- —— --------------— ——-------------------- - ~ ' | STAFF:
s0UR£E: Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Corein, Exhibit One ‘ Dawson
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Hearings, S.S.C.I., June 20, 1975, Conein, 
Exhibit One. e> o

FILE:

tJ.ro sut
•. 0a7.ii ci USG; (5) t.hc

' PERSONS/ENTITIES: : DATES:

Oct. 24, '63
./ A I 

r 
.. - - j

CONTINUATION OF
LAST CARD:

C0Bd0K NEXT

SOURCE: p



CATEGORIES:

DIEM

; (a) did :.iot

fensru. hold 
i-lon

Vi(;t Cung;
:a Cx religion :v'd 

STAFF: Dawson

DATE: O/3Q/75

CATEGORIES:

STAFF:
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OCCURRENCE:
CONTINUATION OF LAST TWO CARDS:

i i

with TAo,o, but Tl'.ao does iio't have the r.ccasaary 
to carry ont -his ylswi; (g) The gcnoraia1

CO»'iTJ CObant t tOO .’iC-.d CKO to tL'‘? CCTsC 1 US J.O-H t.La.t

A’?.'? c-nttue Ego IT.siil.y did to ':>e si :-t. -.tod Eros tLo 
•cc'.l. ?. tj.sel :3ef;O-e j.n C c>:i'ch Vi. etna?.; (i.i) A iiOi-/ soaiJog 
w.'u.- -selloEul<?d toi- 23 Gc tOfiCL-.

SOURCE: ~ '-3 n ,------------- b- I ; c-o

FILE:

STAFF:

DATE:



SOURCE: ' Hearings, S.S.CT1T 
poises b-f7,

FILE:

, June ao, X9Y5, Conein, Exhibit 
one

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE: 6/30/75

3ERSONS/ENTITIES:
JODGE, HENRY CABOT 
{ARKINS
BUNDY, MC GEORGE
GENERAL DON
BONEIN

DATES:

October 24, 1963

1 CATEGORIES:

1 DIEM

OCCURRENCE: in a cable marked "eyes only" to LODGE and HARKINS from BUNDY dated October 
?4, CONEIN characterized this telegram as activating the disengagement between the U.S. 
government and DIEM. The text of that cable is as follows: "There nay be danger. NHU 
ittenpting entrapment DON’S approaches to CONEIN. Feel quite strongly that LODGE and HARKIN.’ 
:an stand back from any non-essential involvement. It seems wise to maintain close control 
Dver meetings between DON and CONEIN." p. 33

TOP SECRET
PURGE: 

tearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

STAFF:

R. DAWSON



CATEGORIES:a fbnouno/mNliTlES:
*BUNDY CONEIN
oJOHNSON
Skilpatrick
^MCCONE

DATES:

Oct. 24, 1963
SPECIAL GROUP

® Occurrence-: : --------------------
&On October 24, 1963 Mr. MCCONE had a special group meeting "expressed his fear that 
iLthe top U.S. diplomatic and military officials in Saigon are becoming too involved 
Kin conversations between General DON and COEIN. Such involvement could destroy CONEIN 
wusefullness and involve Ambassador LODGE and General HARKINS in operation difficult 
nto deny." The Special Group authorized a message to LODGE and to HARKINS emphasizing 
^a secure system of contacts with Genral DON and Vietnamese military and an assessment 
^of DON'S status and his future plans and the tightening of control over the DON/CONEIN 
^meetings. The group agreed to firm 14? policy thinking re Vietnam before LODGE returns 
Hto Washington and hear Mr. LODGE'S views on what courses of action should be taken.

SOURCE:

Minutes of
FILE:

Special Group Meeting Oct. 24, 196' I
•DATE':-^’ ** M

6/28/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

DDGE
JUNDY
ON, GENERAL
ONEIN

OCCURRENCE:

DATES:

Oct. 24, 1963

’ CATEGORIES:

ri a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG1964) from LODGE to BUNDY;it was noted that: "CAS has 
>een punctilious in carrying out my instructions. I have personally approved each 
iseting between GENERAL DON AND CONEIN who has carried out my orders in each instance 
explicitly..."

SOURCE: '

IG'Report 1967 (CIA) p. 35
FILE:

'STAFF:

DAWSON
DATE:

’ 6/27/75
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• CATEGOR IPS:
*

DIEM

1' SO 1 i 2, N 'LJ T1 E S : © A 'MS '
LODGE ...... " ~......... *
HARKINS 
BUNDY Oct 24, 1963
CONEIN 
NHU

---------------------------------- .------------------------------------ .----------------------- --------- • f- MM Me i I ,.J M~ •'
OCCURRENCE: " LMMHl-------- MJ-My' ,: , M~7 ~

In an eyes only cable from CIA to Saigon for LODGE and HARKENS, from BUNDY the following 
message appears: "...there may be danger NHU attempting entrapment through DON's 
approaches to CONEIN... feel quite strongly that LODGE and HARKINS should stand back
from any nonessential involvement... it seems wise to maintain close control over 
meetings between DON and CONEIN."

SOURCE: STAFF:

IG Report 196? (CIA) p. 35
FILE:

■ DATE:
DAWSON

6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

BRENT
CONEIN •
CRITIC
JGS headquarters

DATES:
24 Oct 1963

CATEGORIES: . 
DIEM v/

‘-QCCtfflRENCE: JG notes that, "The fact that CONEIN was at JGS headquarters is

well known in official circles. On 24 October, headquarters had cabled the STATION: ’In
future do not repeat not put message re coup plots or rumors in CRITIC channel. Rather you
should slug them IMMEDIATE ATTENTION FOR BRENT.' As a consequence, the firse cabled reports
from the STATION cane in as regular CIA cables and were put onto the CRITIC network here at
headquarters."

SOURCE: .

CIA IG Report, 1967, p. 42

STAFF:

R. DAWSON
DATE :



DATES: CATEGORIES:i PERSONS/ENTITIES:
uHANSEN, 'HTREAUTOFTOUDGET” 
gEXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CIA 
Stodge

RICHARDSON

Oct 24, 1963 DIEM

OCCURRENCE:
^On October 24, 1963, there was a meeting between the executive director of CIA and 
«KENNETH HANSEN, Bureau of the Budget, wherein HANSEN detailed charges made by LODGE at , 
«his Initial meeting with LODGE. The memorandum for the record prepared by the Executive 
®Director, details the following charges made by LODGE: 1. CIA was improperly dealing 

with NHU; 2. CIA was reluctant to turn over to the military its operation among the
^hill tribes; 3. CIA had inadequate penetrations of the GVN and the Buddist and was 
(g caught by surprise; 4. RICHARDSON had a palatial mansion and entertained government 
"officials there; 5. the CIA station was too large and too visible; 6. CIA acted on its 
gown initiative without coordination and without control either at the Ambassador or 
mWashington. HANSEN said he latex’ reported to LODGE that he thought LODGE's cliarges were 

erroneous. He said he was convinced that everything the CIA had ddone in Vietnam had 
been approved in Washington, coordinated with and carried out under the directions of the 
Amliassadar.. andTOadJbeqrL-c^rrie^--CEit_..with-^QQd_Jiidgasnt_aiid_with a. high-.quality of 
per form^ OrocEHANSEN noted that at the time of his first meeting wittej®lS£:, LODGE hadnotper f cEHANSEN noted that at the time of his first meeting wi
yet had a full breifing on what the Agency was doing. This took piece a few days later.

(This appears to be a record by the CIA of a source which it had in the Bureau of the Budget 
for finoiWidut what Lodges thinking was at tills time.) DATE:DATE:

CONEIN

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

■Occurrence :

DATES: CATEGORIES:

Oct. 24, 1963 DIEM

In an entry of October 24, 1963 the Saigon's station "History of the Vietnamese Generals 
Coup", it is noted that CONEIN held two meetings with General DON of 24 October. DON 
reported he had been informed by General HARKENS that the U. 8. military would not thwart 
any coup plans. DON said the coup plans were complete; the necessary military units were 
available; and that the coup would occur no later than 2 November. The second meeting 
DON said the coup committee x’efused to turn over the political plan but authorized DON 
to outline its substance, which he did.

SOURCE: STAFF:

FILE
Dawson

DATE:

A/97/7C;

IG Report 1967 (CIA),p. 35



DATES: CATEGORIES:
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:
LODGE ~ —

BUNDY 
CONEIN 
NHU

OCCURRENCE:

Oct 24, 1963
r.

DIEM

In an eyes only cable from CIA to Saigon for LODGE and HARKENS, from BUNDY thefollowing 
message appears: ...there may be danger NHU attempting entrapment through DON's 
approaches to CONEIN...feel quite strongly that LODGE and HARKINS should stand back 
from any nonessential involvement...It seems wise to maintain close control over 
meetings between DON and CONEIN."

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 35 
FILE:

STAFF:
DAWSON 

DATE:
6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES: 
HANSEN, BUREAU UN BUDGET”™ 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CIA 
LODGE 
RICHARDSON

DATES:

Oct 24, 1963 
r:

CATEGORIES:

DIEM
017'^ mt

OCCURRENCE:

I

On October 24, 1963, there was a meeting between the executive director of CIA and 
KENNETH HANSEN, Bureau of the Budget, wherein HANSEN detailed charges made by LODGE at , 
his Initial meeting with LODGE. The memorandum for the record prepared by the Executive 
Director, details the following charges made by LODGE: 1. CIA was improperly dealing 
with NHU; 2. CIA was reluctant to turn over to the military its operation among the 
hill tribes; 3. CIA had inadequate penetrations of the GVN and the Buddist and was 
caught by surprise; 4. RICHARDSON had a palatial mansion and entertained government 
officials there; 5. the CIA station was too large and too visible; 6. CIA acted on its 
own initiative without coordination and without control either at the Ambassador or 
Washington. HANSEN said he later reported to LODGE that he thought LODGE's charges were 
erroneous. He said he was convinced that everything the CIA had ddone in Vietnam had 
been approved in Washington, coordinated with and carried out under the directions of the 
Ambassador and had been carried QUt With gQQd judgment and With, a-hlgh^llty of------------
perform^t21S£SlANSEN noted that at the time of his first meeting wit|hE£mlE:} LODGE hadnot 
vet had a full brelfing on what the Agency was doing. This took place a few days later.

— „ ----------..u4„u 44- i-.n>a Hhp RiiT¥»an of the Budget !
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:
DON, GENERAL
HARKINS, GENERAL
CONEIN,

OCCURRENCE:

DATES: CATEGORIES:

Oct. 24, 1963 DIEM
■ f • - • .. .

In an entry of October 24, 1963 the Saigon's station "History of the Vietnamese Generals 
Coup", it is noted that CONEIN held two meetings with General DON of 24 October. DON 
reported he had been informed h’” General HARKENS that the U. S. military would not thwart 
any coup plans. DON said the_ coup plans were complete; the necessary military units were 
available; and that the coup would occur no later than 2 November. The second meeting 
DON said the coup committee refused to turn over the political plan but authorized DON 
to outline its substance, which he did.

SOURCE: STAFF:

IG Report 1967 (CIA),p. 35 Dawson
FILE: DATE:

6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

DODGE
BUNDY
DON, GENERAL
CONEIN

OCCURRENCE:

In a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG1964) from LODGE to BUNDY.it was noted that: "CAS'has 
been punctilious in carrying out my instructions. I have personally approved each 
meeting between GENERAL DON AND CONEIN who has carried out n\y orders in each instance 
explicitly...”

SOURCE: STAFF:

DAWSONIG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 35



PERSONS/ENTITIES:
giCCONE
□KENNEDY, JOHN F.
%ODGE

NHU
DATES:

Oct.25, 1903

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

a Occurrence! ----------------f- e—-- _
■■In an October 25, 1963 Presidential meeting on Vietnam, with'the only participant from 
J^IA being MCCONE, MCCONE’s notes show that the President stated that the purpose 
Npf the meeting was to consider: (1) recent actions in South Vietnam with respect to 
spoup planning and qualifications^of the Individuals reporting, and (2) our policy in 
^Sout Vietnam as he wished to’be assured there was unanimity within the government 
^prior to the return of LODGE for consultations. MCCONE stated his views in detail.
gin sessance, he held: (1) DON might be managed by NHU; (2) CIA has not control and 
"therefore could assume little responsibility; (3) DON could have a coup in the making 
gmd could pull it off; (4) we are handling a delicate situation in a non-professional 
Planner; (5) successful coup would lead to confusion because generals would provide weak 
leadership; (6) one coup would be followed by another and the war-might be lost during 

fe-^lrtnam eouLd-net------
6ann@t-: discuss 
correct attitude; (9) 

lfts£eps to remove them

periodg^jj^gi^illcal coiifusiun; (7)' civilians capable-of running Soufcj 
be injecLed into the government and exercise effective control; (8) । 
important political Issues with DIEM because of the policy of "cool i 
we eitfcp^foave to work with DIEM and NHU or we have to take aggresivi 
and it is not clear that the succeeding government would be much be^

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 36

■Occurrence :

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

MCCONE NHU
KENNEDY, JOHN F.
LODGE
DIEM

DATES:

Oct.25, 1903

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

In an October 25, 1963 Presidential meeting on Vietnam, with the only participant from 
CIA being MCCONE, MCCONE’s notes show that the President stated that the purpose 
of the meeting was to consider: (1) recent actions in South Vietnam with respect to 
coup planning and qualifications of the individuals reporting, and (2) our policy in 
Sout Vietnam as he wished to be assured there was unanimity witliin the government 
prior to the return of LODGE for consultations. MCCONE stated his views in detail. 
In sessance, he held: (1) DON might be nanaged by NHU; (2) CIA has not control and 
therefore could assume little responsibility; (3) DON could have a coup in the making 
and could pull it off; (4) we are handling a delicate situation in a non-professional 
manner; (5) successful coup would lead to confusion because generals would provide weak 
leadership; (6) one coup would be followed by another and the war:might be lost during
pei^dvj^Hsmi^miireunfasixjrrr-W-^^
be injectud~into the government and exercise effective control; (o) 
imoortant political issues with DIEM because of the policy of "cool correct attitude, (.9) 
we eithqp liave to work with DIEM and NHU or we have to^take aggresif/^s^ps to remove them

discuss



I

kJ ......    ........ .. ' ' ■„ j --■ ...... —........... .......... .

g OCCURRENCE:

S PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Uv
%ON, GENERAL
eLODGE,' AMBASSADOR
n^ONEIN 
&
LU

DATES:

Oct. 28, 1963

CATEGORIES:

diem^

§The October 28, 1963 entry in the Saigon stations "History of the Vietnamese Generals 
&oup" notes that: General DON asked LODGE if CONEIN was speaking for Ambassador. 

DODGE replied in the affirmative. ’ DON told the Anibassadc^ toatf the ILS. government 
Sshould not interfer with or try to stimulate a couj^ |The‘ Ambassador agreed with DON.

: i " '
H O

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 36-37 
FILE:

* — «■» M

STAFF:
DAWSON

DATE:
6/27/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

DON, GENERAL
LODGE, HENRY CABOT
CONEIN

DATES:

28 October 1963

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

--------------------- ■ CONEIN said "in the latter part of October, he was informed by DON to convey 
to LODGE that they were ready to have a coup and that CONEIN was to stay hone and awa j t fur
ther orders, and that the coup would be accomplished before November 2, 1963. LODGE,. who 
was preparing to return hone on the 31st of October, was requested through CONEIN by DON 
that LODGE not change Jris.plans as it. might be a signal to DIEM and NHU that something was 
going on. p. 48.

SOURCE:—

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein
FILE:

W SECRET

1
 staff' “

---------- R. DAWSON

DATE •



CATEGORIES:^PERSONS/ENTITIES: 
gSTILWELL, GENERAL RICHARD 
giONEIN

GENERAL DON
gtODGE, HENRY CABOT
(5 H&

DATES:

Latter part of 
October 1963

DIEM

OCCURRENCE: In the latter part of October, CONEIN stated, the people in Washington figured 
fithat CONEIN was being set up as "patsy" and that this would be hi^ily embarrassing for the 
&LS. government in case he was found out to have been set up. Therefore, the people in Wash
ington made made recomrendations that somebody more senior to him and with extensive mllitar.
background should take over from him. When Washington then sent a message to Antassador 

JjtODGE and recommended that a capable officer and a personal friend of CONEIN's, GENERAL 
nSTILWELL take over, GENERAL DON and the coup members said, no, we trust CONEIN, we don't wan1
wanybody else. pp. 31-32

TOP SECRET
SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

FILE:

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

DATE:
July 1, 1975

DATES: P A -OHS’ W:
DON, GENERAL
1ODGE, AMBASSADOR
CONEIN

nrriippPMrif . ......  ... '

Oct. 28, 1963 D.IEM

Lhe October 28, 1963 entry in the Saigon stations "History of the Vietnamese Generals 
;oup" notes that: General DON asked LODGE if CONEIN was speaking for the. Ambassador. 
JDDGE replied in the affirmative. DON told the Ambassador’.that;' the li/sY government 
should not interior with or try to stimulate a coup>J; I The' Ambassador 'agreed with DON.

SOURCE:'

IG Report 1967 (CIA) n. 36-37 DAWSON
STAFF:



______,______ .....,■ CATEGORIES:
IBn, GENERAL
(gpNEIN Oct 28, 1963 DIEM
JgJDGE, HENRY CABOT ... . , .._(ji i ; ' ’■ i ' I . • - ' . - i x j "R f .! ' 4 . . .. ' ■ - ‘ E ' s’
o OCCURRENCE: ' -------- ------------------------ ------ -
n ■'■••••

Mi an October 28, 1963 entry In the Saigon station "History of the Vietnames Generals 
(Soup" it is noted that: CONEIN met with Genral DON for the last time before the 
<soup was launched. DON confirmed he had talked with the Ambassador who had vouched 
Iwr CONEIN. DON stated that he was leaving on 29 October to coordinate final 
plans. DON requested CONEIN to remain at home until 30 October — until further 
notice. DON repeated that the Ambassador would have the plans before the coup 
U£gan,,but when pressed on his previous commitment to make them available, 48 hours 
i|i advance, DON said that possiblythe hours would only be made available 4 hours in 
^vance. DON said that nothing would be happening within the next 48 hours and that, 

there was a good reason for the ambassador to change his planned 31 October departure, 
the Ambassador would be Informed in time to make his own decision.

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) P. 37
FILE:

STAFF;

DAWSON
DATE:

6Z2ZZZ5____
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■ • 'PERSONS/ENTITIES : 
CONMN GEN. DO CAO TRI

GEN. NGUYEN KHANH 
GEN. DON 
AMBAS. LODGE

DATES:

Oct. 28, '63

OCCURRED

a
ild itjf ■:/v1;.:?s his sclitT.;.;.!'.? ?_ ebasge ?'i

ccasalltsa Lad I isd csnUsuously
sasG’OHsdsd sad had :Ld.k ta al Is.Iia-ito Dir.ii
.1/ h.o slv-jWa'A sis’s.-.'-i oi cc..:,.r.y.'.,O;)ilt3’lri£-; fcha coi.’.’j;
(I) .D'h?. .. al i:i>;v.yi ttia'£; sh.?. t .<■

source: p. e.o/d'4 STAFF:
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ERS 0N S/E NT IT IES :

OCCURRENCE:

SOURCE: p~ ,x

FILE:



DATES: CATEGORIES:

STAFF:

DATE:



DATES: , CATEGORIES:

I WSECK

I 

tn 
| PERSONS/ENTITIES: 

f?:i. n h 
WInin<' CAPT Cone in O ' ’ 
n 
Shu , I'go Dinh 
Un in , C o 1 M

OCCURRENCE?
Bam was returning with Diem' and Nhu and an aide of Diem to the headquarters 
m an armored personnel carrier when ilinh in a separate column in radio com
munications with Lam's column found out that Diem and Mhu had been taken.
Sonein states that ’’inh with his aide, crossed the column, halted it and 
gluing stepped into the armored car and upon orders from Ilinh Nhi"i'’, 1 i 1 led 
ghem. The bodies were then taken directly to the General Staff Headquarters 
and later on in the afternoon they were later removed from the General Staff 
Headquarters to Clinique St. Paul.

SOURCE: Hearings, CSC Cone in, June 20, 1975 STAFF: Da. w son

FILE: -

DATE: 7/1/72

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
LODGE, HENRY CABOT

00NEIN
1 November 1963 DIEM

Cn or about M:00 o'clock in the afternoon on November 1, 1963, there were 
communications between LODGE and DIEM. CONEIN was in both radio and telephonic contact 
with the Embassy, keeping them posted of the units, the personalities and what was trans
piring. CONEIN was to ccnvey, one of the first messages from the generals that the genera 
did not want any U.S. military officer or advisor with any of the attacking units. They d
not want any American participation within the coup. p. 50

TOP SEOIET
SOURCE: Staff?
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e: PE H S 0 r ; S / EH T i T ] E S •y, ------------------ ------- ---------
Ln 
m

EUN THIEN KHIEM sIgffi

EBN VAN DON

SOUECE: , _ , , " ' 1 s^PAPF"
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, ■ Dawson
Exhibit One, page 21. DATE:

'' 6/30/75

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 
Exhibit One, page 21.

FT EE:

STAFF: Dawson.

6/30/75



50955 
D

odd: 32423615 
Page

SOUR&Ei .... ' ’ z ,_ Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein,
Exhibit One, page 19-

RILE:-

STA-KF:
Dawson

D ATE * 
___________ 6/_3O/75_

11/1/63
2400 hours

CATEGORIES:

DIEMc^^

SOURCE:' ’ ----- - -- -
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 
Exhibit One, page 21.

StaW :
Dawson



CA T E'.[O RIES:a/aeons/entit! o:i:

MINH 
AMBASSADOR LODGE

11/1/63

OCCURRENCE:

1925 hours

r i;he- coup -a c?

SOURCE;
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit One 
page 18. DATE

D A S ot-.)

UCUURRENCE:

PERSO NS/ENT’ITIES: DATES:

DIEM
11/1/63
21h0 hour

CATEGORIES:

A.'!. C’A’M/.'d 5.)i T.ht? p: .5 cti Llrr.i-.- ' :• ;-:E r>

SOURCE:
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 
Exhibit One, Page 19-

STAFF:
Dawson
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§50955 
D

odd: 32423615 
Page 119

SOURCE":

FILE:

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 16.

'STAFF:
‘ - Dawson
DATE: 6/30/75

'SOUi/CE: ’ . ’ ["STAFF:
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, | ~ Dawson



i’EBSONS/ENTITIES :

DUONG VAN MINH 
TRAN VAN MINH 
TRAN THIEN KHIEM

■“ :>..i 111 V',i.‘ '1."I 1,3

M
<J The billowing geaez-als Are af EGE:

-L ij/ECHci:r.il JJivong W.e •Vtl.e.h.. iE.:.L;.:e7 id7j.w to

V/. Al/Cow1 Tran Vee klleh,, _?w sw i. Eewwwy
GsiikaL JG-iD,

,j t/C\ •>< wl n ;hr,j P-nJ.- 1? Chief o2
U . J•->■•■ o t C-.-iiirovvJ. StaiLf.
O £5/ GeiVL.il 1 e w ■> \ , ■> 'CD

WG-w<i~-'0.1 Hgwca Mgoc Lo„ Insvector,. Belt 
Ccrp.:/C.V7i'.l Guwd

z’y Go1’0'.'i. C’aleu,

’, Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit 1. B. T fe f- ! • : Dawson
FILE: page 16. DATE:
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 6/3Q/75

GEN.

PEBSONS/ENTITIES: ’

NGUTEN KHANH

n^C'CUERTA'NCEe ~

The Ljli'/ving c’.o

rt/GA.ein-al •Igi.-.yon. KLo.'.'i.h!; ww..?. .
i. :•»?

1 t>.eiu. I i'.o t’o.o Tri, Co: oil ere.-.’s :?3t ?Jo ■■•:. soon

Bloa Boe. 'ifyj TBo enFor oct'.p oonio-ol .

Joiirt Gwwul Staff proposing heavy •::■;■ •'. ;:ov
ths

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one 
page 16.

FILE:

65ArT : pawson

DATE: -6/30/75 50
95

5 Dod
d:
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WtTES :

Nov. 1, '63 
1330 hours

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

so Woe 3 ' ' ”~~‘
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 
page lit.

FILE:

6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one STAFF: Dawson

P ERSONS/ENTITIES
OLo Le QUANG TUNG

''WCWHENEEl

.P.ATE: 6/30/75

TiC-'i ’>J

SOURCE,: Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 1U.

FILE:

IlPPPZ.- Diem

6/30/75
DATE: ' N

W
 509

55
 Docl

d:
32

42
36

15
 Page

 121



CATEGORIES:■ ■-'n.j w:w/ aal'xmt:

COLBY

DATES' | --- - (
November 1, 196 i

LODGEf <4-C ■

that the
Teisi^tndx'he saw of the summary of the conversation was that DIEM, "....said that.he was 
going to require his officers to have filled their oaths of loyalty to the constitution, th 
Vietnamese constitution, in his office as president. He was very stiff about his position 
President." p. 67

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby
FILE:

STAFF:

DATE:

R. DAWSON

1 July 1975

OCCURRENCE: on November 1, 196 3,'." CONEIN went to JGS headquarters and remained at the

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
CONEIN
DON, GENERAL
STATION (Sftl&ow)
JGS headquarters

1 Nov 1963 DIEM

command post throughout the struggle. Before leaving his home, CONEIN alerted the STATION 
by radio. Upon arriving at JGS headquarters, CONEIN was told by GENERAL DON that DON had 
tried unsuccessfully to reach CONEIN earlier by telephone. A later check revealed that 
CONEIN's telephone was out of order. CONEIN was told that he was to keep a telephone line 
open to the Ambassador. Because there was a CIA officer on the scene and in intimate con
tact with the coup principals,the STATION was able to report almost minute-by-minute progres: 
of the coup."

SOURCE:
CIA IG Report, 1967, pp. 41-42

FILE:

Staff: ------
R. DAWSON

DATE: 29 June 1975

50
95

5 Dod
d:
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:
CONEIN
COLBY, WILLIAM 
DIEM
MIHN, GENERAL
OCCURRENCE?"

DATES:

1 November 
1963

CATEGORIES:

COLBY states that "When CONEIN was told by the generals, GENERAL MINH,
that the NHU brothers, DIEM and NHU, had committed suicide, CONEIN thought it incredible
on its face. This was because both brothers were very strong Catholics and CONEIN doubted 
that they would have done such a thing. According to COLBY, CONEIN was offered a chance 
to look at the bodies but turned it down. In trying to reconstruct the period of the assass
ination on November 1, COLBY reports that there was a telephone conversation between Presi
dent DIEM and the generals. In fact there were several of them. President DIEM was very 
strongly rejecting the generals, calling them to discipline, and so forth, in the early 
stages. At a later stage, in the early morning of November 1, he called and indicated that 
lie would surrender if he would be properly handled. The generals then sent somebody down to 
receive that surrender and found that President DIEM was not there. He'd actually gotten
out through the back door of the palace and had gone down to another section of the city.
SOURCE: OU91BHB was not in attendance. STAFF:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby, pp. 17-19. 
.FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
CONEIN
CRITIC
JGS headquartere
STATION

1 Nov 1963

R. DAWSON

29 June 1975

CATEGORIES:

------------------- - The IG Report makes the following statement: "The fact that CONEIN was at 
JGS headquarters is well known in official circles", and bolsters that notoriety by the 
following statement: '"The first cable (on the coup) was received at headquarters at 0117 
hours, (November 1, 1963,) Washington tine, and was filed on the CRITIC network at 0159. 
At 0256 hours, following receipt of the sixth non-CRITIC cable, headquarters instructed the 
STATION to put the coup reporting on the CRITIC network at the STATION. Sometime during the 
day of 1 November (the confirmation copy of the cable lacks a date/time stamp) headquarters 
cabled a warning to the STATION against' including the names of CIA personnel in its CRITIC 
cables. CONEIN is identified by and as being at JGS headquarters in eleven CRITIC messages, 
seven of which were put into the CRITIC channel, without the name being deleted, here at 
headquarters."

SOURCE:
CIA IG Report, 1967, p. 42

FILE:

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

DATE:
29 June 1975

50
95
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1 November 1963 DIEM
CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE?
left only the eX^lSlX10

coup and instead of leaving- E terminals had been taken out prior to the
p. 51 £ lephone into his home open, it had been disconnected

TOP SMET
source! -- ----------------—------

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein 
FILE:

STAFF:

R. DAWSON
DATE:

July 1, 1975

OCCURRENCE: COLBY stated that "The CIA had nothing to do with the assassination of Pres

PERSONS/ENTITXES: DATES: ! CATEGORIES:

COLBY, WILLIAM 
N h a.

1
1 November 1963 DIEM /

ident DIeM and Mr. NHU. The actual assassination was a shock and surprise to everyone in
the United States government and when it was announced it was a matter of grave concern. 
In retrospect, one must realize that there was, however, considerable debate about encoura; 
ing and supporting the generals in an overthrow of the DIEM regime, and that the record is 
very clear that the United States through itsoverall policy was in support of that overthre 
and, of course, I think it is fair to say that in launching a violent overthrow of a re
gime involved such as this, people are going to get hurt, and in this case, the leaders we.-
killed in the process." pp. 19-20

SOURCE:
R. DAWSON

50
95

5 Doc
ld
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Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby, pp. 19-20



GENERAL DINH ^11/1/63)
21 AUG. thru
16 SEPT. '63

DIEM

sWeCE: : : ~ ~~ '
Hearings, S. S.C.I., 6/20/75? Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 12.

FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
CONEIN

DATES:
1 November 19< 3

STAFF: Dawson

6/30/75

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: CONEIN stated that on several occasions, he warned the embassy that certain 
shellings were going to take place, or bombings by aircraft were going to take place at a 
certain time in order to alert American personnel who might be living around the area to 
watch out or stay under cover, because theywwould find 105's in the center of the city. 
There were no American casualities during this coup. The Vietnamese suffered about 100 
dead. p. 51-52

TOP SECRET

50
95
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SOURCE: | 5TAiZ: R. DAWSon £



-ii'iEs •

OCCURRENCE

-• Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein-, Exhibit one, 
page 11.

STAiT:’
Dawson

BATE:-
' 6/30/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
GEN. DINH '

f
COUNSELLER NI-IU

DATES:
31 August■’63U7I7^)

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

OCCUlWNCE : 'i b dt^3 t-

Dinh, on approximately 31 August, had the audacity to inform both President 
Diem and Counsellor Nhu that he was their savior and requested a ministerial 
post for himself.

SOURCE: Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
pages 12-13.

FILE:

Dawson

6/30/75
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__________ a'.eeor-p; .?;«• .-.ill s<?1 oi!.floats in. ih» iidirpon ar'niwith the
CON’T. ON -J c - A !.< Ton That DA.ah) sad -V<.1 co.einndars of
NEXT CARD units. Oned .-very OX1.? v;;? officers b:ul s.o--..noted

SOURCE-: STAFF: Dawson
j-[ear£ngSS.S.C.I., 6/20/75 3 Conein, Exhibit one, 
pages 11-12.

FILE: . ■ DATE: 6/30/75

xKlMjGrs hn.e! 'bs'ken .Hnh

iii cing p’r".:.-os so th at in ths event the coup bailed, no oi'.ficoi’ 
cohld-c.l.'?.if.! tiiR'i; lie had .nut volunraz’ily participated in the coup.

P. 12, LAST CARD CONTINUED

FILE:

STAFF: -----  Dawson

6/30/75
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WE;
Dawson------ -—— Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 

page 12. DATE:
6/30/75FILE:

SOEHCE': ' I STAFF:
Page 12, con't.
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DINH 
MINH 
DON

BOUNCE': ,r . * ' , , , T STAFF: Dawson"------- Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one,   
Page 13. DATE: 6/30/75

FTEE: •
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Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
pages 13-1^.

I’TLE:

PERgOHS/EN'i1 H’TJiS
NGO DINH NHU

GEN. DON
GEN. DINH

DAI'ESx
11/1763

SJ.../..LL • Dawson

6/30/75

CATEGORIES:
DIEM

SOURCE: .Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one 
page 13.

>tWF:
Dawson

DAW- 6/20/7^
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GEN. DON
CONEIN
AMBASSADOR LODGE

i to

CONTINUED ON NEXT CARD

Nov DIEM

SOURCE
■ Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/2O/75> Conein, Exhibit one,

TCiJRRENCE:

C 0 Sil

STAFF ...
Dawson

RILE
DATE:

6/30/75

PERSOIIS/ENTTTIES DATES CATEGORIES
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PEJWONS-/ENW
NGO DINH NHU

COL. HUAN

gen. don
OCCWiWENCET ~~--- ------- - CON'T ON NEXT CARD ALSO Et a ar ohilaA'd

SO WWE:
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/?5j Conein, Exhibit one, 
page. 13.

ETLE:

STAFF:
Dawson

□ ATE: 6/30/75
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rmilEUNO/ENTITIES :

Lansdale

la.ii.i g e Cdlby

OCCURRENCE":

DATES: ’----------- (

Afternoon 
11/1/63

TOMEfflEl
Colby stated that although lie did not have the copy there was a telegram 
which recounts a call made from Diem to Lodge on the afternoon of the coup. 
Diem said that lie was having trouble. "...an effort was being made against 
him by his Generals, and tiiat he believed it essential to nut this down. 
He urged that the U. S. consult General Lansdale and me (Colby) by name 
because we understood something about this situation. This was in the v 
afternoon of the coup. The response, I believe, Ambassador Lodge did 
mention something about assistance in leaving the country." Pages 49-50.

SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby

STAFF:
Dawson

FILE: DATE: 7/1/75
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:
HARKINS, LODGE, BUNDY, DON,

OCCURRENCE: 3Q October 1963j nDDGE replied to BUNDY's cable (DIR 79109) of the
same date by CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG 2063): ".................do not think we have the

power to delay or discourage a coup. DON has. made it clear many times that this is 
a Vietnamese affair............I believe we should continue our present position of keeping
hands off but continue to monitor and press for more detailed information. CAS has 
been anaylzing forces for some time and it is their estimate that the generals have 
probably figured their chances pretty closely...............It does not seem sensible to have
the military in charge of matter which is so profoundly political as a change of govern
ment.... As to requests from the generals, they may well have need of funds at the last 
moment with which to buy off potential opposition. To the extent that these funds can be 
passed discreetly, I believe we should furnish them....If we were convinced that the coup 
was going to fail, we would of course‘do everything we could to stop it. HARKINS has read

DATES:

SOURCE: this and does not concur."

CIA IG Report 1967, p. 39
FILE:

STAFF: D „ ---------- R. Dawson

DATE: c
29 June 1975

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
FELT, ADMIRAL CINCPAC Corwander
CONEIN

CATEGORIES:

DIEM*-"'31 October 196;

OCCURRENCE * ~"—' " ;.... ' 1 ■ .... -:... ■ ■ - - - -: - - ■ ■ ■ -....... :.. ■
---------------- :—- CONEIN stated that on or about October 31, 1963, FELT cane to Vietnam and

landed and had an interview with DIEM in the morning, p. 48

TOP SEGKf
"SOURCE: . - -----
Hearings,'SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein

FILE:

STAFF:

DATE:
R. DAWSON
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:
LODGE
BUNDY

DATES:

30 Oct 1963

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: octQber 30, 1963 in a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG 209^0 The following
cable from LODGE (in its entirety) occurred: "Thanks for your sagacious instruction. Will 
carry out to best of my ability."

SOURCE:

CIA IG Report, 196?, p. MO
FILE:

— A-FF: R< DAWSON

DATE: 29 June 1975

OCCURRENCE: On October 30, 1963, in a 'CIA "cable to Saigon (DIR Y9Mu7) the following""' 
quotation appeared: "....We do not accept as a basis for U.S. policy that we have no power

PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES: .. ,,, ,
LODGE / X...S V A Cl ' > ■ . ! , H

30 Oct 1963

BUNDY (?)
ill

to delay or discourage coup....We cannot limit ourselves to proposition inplied in your 
massage that only conviction of certain failure justifies intervention....U.S. authorities 
will reject appeals for direct intervention from either side.... " ( the IG Report here 
states without further showing the author of the above message that "the White House re
peats its instructions on command of the country team after LODGE leaves." The inference 
can probably be drawn that the message although looked upon as a CIA cable to Saigon, it 
was undoubtedly emanating from the White House.)

SOURCE:
CIA IG Report, 196? p. 39

FILE:

"Staff :
---------- R. DAWSON

DATE: 29 June 1975 50
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iHjUSOUjy ENTITLES:
SMITH, DAVID 
HAllKINS, GENERAL 
TRUEHARD, WILLIAM 
KENNEDY, ROBERT 
KENNEDY, JOHN F.

MCCONE 
HELMS 
COLBY

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE: '
Tn a Presidential meeting on Vietnam on October 29, 1963 with MCCON§, HELMS, AND COLBY 
in attendance. 'Hie following record by HEMS and COLBY shows that: it was suggested 
that in the Ambassador's absence, HARKINS, TRUEHART, and DAVID SMITH act as a 
committee to direct a coup operation. MCCONE countered with the view that SMITH should 
not be involved in such a policy making function, although he would be in a position to 
provide technical advise to HARKINS and TRUEHART as well as carry out their instructions 
in the operations field. The President stated that if the forces in Saigon were not 
clearly in favor of the coup we should discourage its launching. The Attorney General 
felt the U.S. was risking too much based on flimsy ev idence. The DCI stated his view 
that even a successful coup would create a period of interregmum, confusion which might 
only be solved by a second or third coup.

SOURCE:

IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 38
FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
HARKINS, 
MINH
LODGE
BUNDY

DON
KENNEDY, JOHN F.

OCCURRENCE:

STAFF:

DATE• Dawson 
-------- ‘ 6/27/75

CATEGORIES:DATES:

In a CIA cable to Saigon (DIR79109) of OCT 30, 1963, BUNDY wrote to LODGE saying that 
"... charges of action with or without our approval now so significant that we should 
urgently consider our attitude and contingency plans. We believe our attitude to 
coup group can still have decisive effect on itsdecision. ... We must have assurance 
balance of forces clearly favorable...CONEIN should express to DON that we do not find 
presently reveal plans to give clear prospect of quick results...we badly need some 
corroborative'evidence of men or others directly involved....highest authority desires 
it clearly understood that after your departure HARKINS should participate in all coup 
contacts supervision and the event coup begins he become head of country team..."

SOURCE:

IG .Report 1967 (CIA) p. 39

~STAFF:

Dawson N
W
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LODGE, AMBASSADOR 
DIEM
NHU

PATES: CATEGORIES:

In a

Oct. 29, 1963

■Occurrence?
CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG2O4O) of 29 October’ UV™'‘1 !
LODGF ™ . uccooer, sent through eyes only channels of-

;hat a PSXntOUP: “ would appear
:he USC can prevent a coup attempt short of Informin'’'lilEM an/’HU0 P«?/1Ve?°Fon by 
lave no requests to date by the generals for rateSfsTt rre? "7E ’ •altnouSnth=re 
anticipate that such requests ,/Tbe forthcomSi!/" financial support, we must

SOURCE: ---------------------------------—
IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 38

FIE

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

LODGE, AMBASSADOR 
DIEM .
NHU

OCCURRENCE:

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:

6/27/75

DATES:

Oct. 29, 1963

CATEGORIES:

HL
sugh eyes onlychannels of 'In a CIA cable from Saigon (SAIG2040) of 29 October, sent

CIA, LODGE gives his view on the seemingly imminent coup: In summary, it would appear 
that a couo attempt by the generals group is imminent...and that no positiveaction by 
the USG can prevent a coup attempt short of informing DIEM and NHU...Althoughthere 
have no requests to date by the generals for materials or financial support, we must 
anticipate that such requests may be forthcoming..."

SOURCE:
IG Report 1967 (CIA) p. 38

ptt r •

STAFF:

Dawson
DATE:
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:

GEN. PON 
AMBASSADOR LODGE

CONELN

OCCURRENCE:

CATEGORIES:DATES:

XTO WT wmt’Hl AG'PS X11 l as isnd
tW uSO v/GuXd Got feari :;n atWW

SOURCE: “ STAFF:
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit 0ne? Dawson
P O -il. K.” DATE :

FILE: ’ 1 ’ ' ' 6/30/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
SMITH, DAVID MCCONE 
HARKINS, GENERAL HELMS 
TRUEHARD, WILLIAM COLBY 
KENNEDY, ROBERT 
KENNEDY, JOHN F.

DATES: CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE:
In a Presidential meeting on Vietnam on October 29, 1963 with MCCON§, HELMS, AND COLBY 
in.attendance. The following record by HELMS and COLBY shows that: It was suggested 
that in the Ambassador’s absence, HARKINS, TRUEHART, and DAVID SMITH act as a 
committee to direct a coup operation. MCCONE countered with the view that SMITH should 
not be involved in such a policy making function, although he would be in a position to 
provide technical advise to HARKINS and TRUEHART as well as carry out their instructions 
in the operations field. The President stated that if the forces in Saigon were not 
clearly in favor of the coup we should discourage its launching. The Attorney General 
felt the U.S. was risking too much based on flimsy ev idence. The DCI stated his view 
that even a successful coup would create a period of interregmuni, confusion which might 
only be solved by a second or third coup.

----------SOURCE! I STAFF:
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FERSONS/ENTXTXES:
GEN. DON
GEN. DO CAO TRI
NGUYEN KHANH

STAFF: Dawson

gF'T
NEXT 
CARD

SOURCE: ’ ?‘
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
page 11.

NILE:.
6/30/75

DATE :

SOURCE':

FILE:

STAFF:

DATE:

•5
09
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^PERSONS/ENTITIES:
CONEIN GEB . DUONG MINH

GEN- IRAN VAN DON

TRAN THIEN KHIEM
___________ XRAS MH - J 
OCCURRENCE:

CATEGORIES:

Nov.

DATES:

SOURCE:

FILE:

Hearings, S.S;C.I., Conein, Exhibit one -----------’ Dawson

DATE: 6/30/75

OCCURRENCE:

SOURCE: p( q STAFF:

DATE:

H
W
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PERSONS/]£NTITIES:

MCE PRESIDENT THO

DATES:
11/2/63
0310 hours

OCWRRISCE

■iV'

SOURCE:
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 
Exhibit One, Page 22.

HIM



DIE

CATF-',GORTES

STAFF":
Dawson

6/30/75
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MINH 
NHUNG

DATES:
2 November 1963

/ CATEGORIES: 
DIEMg^^ gn-k -j*

fOP SECffi
--C-U-RREN£^CONEIN stated that around 6:30 or 6:4o on November 2, 1963, DIEM talked 

tc MINH for the first time. DIEM asked MINH for full honors and MINH replied that he could 
not guarantee full honors, if and during the time that Vietamese were still killing one 
another. DIEM stated that he would order the cease fire at the palace and CONEIN recalls 
that this took place at about 7:50, Novenbe.r 2, 1963. CONEIN stated as follows: "At this 
stage, there were four armored cars and 113's an escort of military police proceeded imme
diately from the joint'general staff headquarters toward GAI LONG PALACE. BIG MINH with 
his aide, CAPTAIN NHUNG got into a sedan and with MTS Corps, went out the back road from 
the general staff headquarters toward the back of the golf course and took a different road
from the armored cars that went down Cong Le." p. 52-53

SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Conein
FILE:

PERSONS/ENTITIES :

MINH

~ ScFWfiEHCE:

DATES:

11/2/63
2420 hours

STAFF:

DATE:

R. DAWSON

July 1, 1975

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

C'y - M -are -palaua, MIX
X. ■. J; the Taken i-.t any coyt, J.E y;?r.o'-nd vehkles

n.rv Mcaa led fea SvIdL'Jpo' '■•■oof- iUly
■w.'fSijjy Io-eE >11>?i-:_; ayNs* w Ei'E/hr/T' I > a <'.-y Dio '
l:/' - 1. ■' ’■ < C- 0

SOURCE: HearingSj S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 

Exhibit One, page 23.

FILEI.

STAFF: Diiwson
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r wouND/ENTITIES; DATES: j CATEGORIES:

Don, General I
Conein 11/2/63 Dicml/

UccurrWce^ ' --------------- ---------- -------------------------------------
Conein staled at the tliuc.Xhey were, f’o.ing. to hrj up the press in for the core 
iwnyon the capitulation of Diem, Don saidSet the hell out we arc brin<-in<> 
m tac press? Pare 7 4. e' ’

TOP SECRET
SOU R C E: ~ _ । grp^pp.

Hearings, SSC Concin, June 20, 1075 j------ ~* Dawson

HIEE : 7 DATE: 7/1/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:

LAM, DUONG NGOC
DATES: CATEGORIES:

NHU
XU AN TOP fflWl
OCCURRENCE xUAN and LAM receiving the ires sage that DIEM and NHU had been spotted, took' 
off with armored cars and went to the church. XUAN reported to the President, saluted,
and told him to get into the armored car. NHU protested and asked for a sedan. DIEM and NHi 
were shoved into the car and were told by the commander of the column LAM, who was a little 
fat guy who wore a mustache and used to command the civil guard and not the individual who 
later became I-Corps commander, that the use of the armored car was for their physical pro
tection. p. 59-60

SOURCE: STAFF: R. DAWSON H
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:

Cone :i n
Lodge ^.C-

DATES: CATEGORIES:

Diem

OCCURRENCE:
Con cm s nrtO'rt” he kept contact with the junta "until the day that, the U . S. 
officially recognized the.-South Vietnamese government. There were several 
countries that recognized, and I was acting as the liaison officer for the 
ambassador to the j unta during this period Cor approximately ten days or 
two reeks.

TOP SE&ET

Colby stated that another..officer .who had. worked with Conein was apparently 
executed about that same time as Diem and Nhu were. Tuan had been head of 
the Special Forces and had worked very closely with Diem and and Concin and 
was executed by tiic Generals that morning. Page 27-23.

TOP SECRET
SOURCE:

Hearings, SSCI, .Tune 20 , 1975 , Colby

PILE: -

| STAFF: 
i

DATE:

Dawson

7/1/75
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PERSONS/ENTITIES:

J:i nh
Rm, N'i'o Dinh 

7 o n c i n

'' OCCURRENCE”

DATES: ? CATEGORIES:
11/2/65 [

lone in explained that although it was baffling as to why Diem left the palace 
to go to tlic church in Choi on, and although he did not know exactly how they 
;ot out the general assumption was that there were secret tunnels in the palace
•/hi ch was the former Governor General's Palace called Gailong Palace. The 
tunnel took them under and through the palace and the half block to City Hall. 

1 a g c 6 3 - 6 d .

TOP SECRET
SOURCE:

Hearings, SSC Conein, June 20, 1975
STAFF:

Dawson

FILE: DATE:
7/1/75

PERSONS/ENTITIES:
Bung, -lajor Minh
Phen, Ngoc Cone in
Tail Nhu

DATES:

/( / C 5

CATEGORIES:

Diem

OCCURRENCE:
Bang, was in the armored column and returned about an hour after Minh had left. 
Concin asked Bang(whom Conein had met in Hanoi in 194Jpwlw.it his orders were.
Bang, stated the orders going through the palace was that we were not to Lire 
unless- we were fired upon and that they had not been Bound at that time.
The expectation was and everybody assumed, that Minh and. Nhu were at the 
p a 1 a c e .

W SECRET
, 3.SC I, Comm, t/Wys-
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PE RS 0 NS/E N TITIE S: G’1.0N wEXa
- -------------------------------- CARD

DATES:

11/2/63 
0310 hours

DIEM

CATEGORIES:

(juuuHKENCi i ■: ...-------—--O ?. .t e.\ S u<ctpc
.E.'i.'.yi'0.i V.a:i Cao„ Tmi Qur.ug R>at-.g

LIST OF OFFICERS Col 
PARTICIPATING IN.
THE COUP: —* ■

CON’T on NEXT 
CARD

Do Van.. Chic1! o:C Military See'irlt? Saryzlofi
Nguyon Hau Co
Ngny e.u Van- CT.r.an., J-4, JGS
Ngnyen iihuo'ig, Chi 2:? of otulf :fcr lof try
Ti'dii Tinh Kuyea
Bui E'ju 3Jhc-nf CO- 21 sir DrlT.r try Di.cisicn
Duuzig Ngoc Lair, DI rce tor Car -3.1 - Civil 

and Sei?: Cuc-c
SOURCE: Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 

Exhibit One, page 22'.
Dawson

FI LE: 6/30/75

OF OFFICERS PARTICIPATING IN TH£ COUP:

PERSSNS/ENTLETIES:
—----- —

DATES: CATEGORIES:

NGUYEN CAO KY
DIEM

OCC'iJRRF.NCE:
LfiSTCfiftb CbA37?IST

Xh;„ Colonels?

"STAFF:
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Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, I



DIEM

OCCURRENCE: LIST OF OFFICERS PARTICIPATING IN TILL COUP: CONTINUATION FROM ' 
LAST CARD:

SOURCE:

FILE:

STAFF:

DATE;
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nwicif-
Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit One, 
Pages 24-25.

FILE:

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE ■.
6/30/75

-----------——L.: "According to one of CONEIN's reports, DIEM called GENERAL DON at 0650 hours 
2 Noverriber and offered to surrender unconditionally. GENERAL MINH inrnediately ordered all 
telephones removed from roans in their JGS command post area. This cut off all comnunicatio’ 
with the outside except for radios under MINH's control.

PERSONS/ENTITIE S: DATES: CATEGORIES:
DIEM
DON, GENERAL
MINH, GENERAL
CONEIN
JGS headquarters

nmnppPMer .

2 Nov 1963 DIEM Z
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NHU

?I'>' i T 1 ES

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 
Exhibit one, page 24.

Fir*E:

PERSONS/ENTITIES :

IO

~6jcm m/RcEh

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE:
6/30/75

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

DATES:

11/2/63 
1330 hours

OTI'ice?.' in J-2, rmmioc thnt Ei-:u. or-l Fhn ml 
.orderly vatt c.?.v:g’i£ nr>d .’-.1by iv.: s r •.■;:<• •’.onn?.?7. g i: 
c-V-SEvch in. ‘jho , Choiom C.T'?!T.r.’<-<lmE. :3
Cnz; Eo Hal, a no;;;'ro'.v o J: Eo M?/a, lie'-S Ckiei.

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, Exhibit one, 
page’25.

STAFF:
Dawson

DATE- z-, .
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\SOns/entj ties

AMBASSADOR LODGE

DATES: 
11/2/63 ' 
1000 hours

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

' SOURClv: ' " ; :: ™ .
■ Hearings, S.S.C.I

Exhibit One, page
FILE:

, 6/20/75, Conein, 
24.

PERSOUS/ETIT'ITIJiS:
GEN. MAI HUB XUAN

NHU

WURREiWEr

DATE5J

11/2/63
1130 hours

Dawson

PATh: 6/30/75

CATEGORIES:

DIEM

■AZ'0.1 •F.-'.'.l 7O.!,:.-.a ■ l ad t..h® IaI 1 ?/h.icfe .<.•>€ a red }?1 ;r-i
?'rhu al a vil';.A oa P.?.u.'ig Hu.ng girs ?’£ in Clio Ion. /mi 

v cum e/ to ilia ci!?■ wlt.,1 i?.'c-lc* 1 oUJ.on. CiAc-je of »'le'A r.n
u i.L.no is -.vel:;?.c vn .

SOURCE-: ' TSTAFF:' Dawson”
. Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein,

Exhibit one, page 24.
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PERSONS/ENTITIES :

NHU

DATES:
11/2/63 

1000 hours

CATEGORIES:

OCCURRENCE:-

DIEM

EC'S.. This la uraoivCkraed
Ti-i and alra fe.n/? „

SOURCE: Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein 

Exhibit One, page 24.

FILE:

L/. : Dawson

6/30/75

PER SO N S/ Eli TIT EES :

NHU

DATES:

11/2/63 
1000 hours

CATEGORIES:

‘OCCURRENCE:

Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein 
; Exhibit One, page 24!.

FI EE:

:t!. ALE.: Dawson

□ATE- 6/30/75
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fehsolf/eftit i es:
Vice President THO

ociurni' w

it rj?ho hns ncGtpi.ed poaitica as Prine Binistor

SOUKCH: HearingS; S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, 

Exhibit One, page 23.
FILE:

I "STAFF: ---- £jawgon
DATE: 6/30/75

11/2/63
1000 hours

OCCUm(EHCE:
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Hearings, S.S.C.I., 6/20/75, Conein, I



OCCURRENCE: On 2 November 1963, CENERAL DON informed CONEIN that he needed money to pay 
the families of persons killed during the coup. CONEIN gave CENERAL DON an additional 
1,750,000 piasters. One bundle of 250,000 piasters was overlooked and was found later in 
OONEIN's safe. '(The-IG■■Report goes on to note as follows: '"The passing of these 
obviously a very sensitive matter.”)

FEKSONS/ENTIT1ES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
DON 
CONEIN 2 Nov 1963 DIEM-/

funds is

L

3

SOURCE:
CIA IG Report, 1967-, pp. 40-41

FILE:

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

DATE: 29 June 1975
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: - DOES: j CATEGORIES;I ( _
KHANH • Jan. 1964 ■ diem < /'
MAJOR DANG SY

OC C U R REMC E: :'
At the trial of Dang Sy by the Khanh regime th^^j'd£|pded that of the 

coup leaders temporary or provisional government, Khanh's-pp^ecytor insisted that the 
deaths had been .caused-by American-supplied grenades^f wd^ty^e known as MKTII whose 
use had been ordered by Dang Sy, and the convictipnTSy^th&Jmilitary court was that the 8 
deaths were caused by these concussion grenades .^Hi'^^ns argues in her book that this 
conviction is contrary to the Pentagon's assessment’of the MKIII grenade which found that 
at worst the effects of such a grenade are non-fatal. Nor does such a grenade have suffi
cient force to decapitate or mutilate persons, let alone bring down the ceilings, doors, 
and windows that were adjacent to the veranda of the radio station. (95-96) Higgins also 
states that: "Hie conviction of Major Dang Sy certainly throws no light on the matter 
one way or another. The trial was clearly rigged from the start." (96-97)

SOURCE:

1965
E TIE:

Our Viet Nam Nightmare, Higgins, Harper and Row,; Dawson, R.

DATE: July 2, 1975
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J UiJUl'M IM'l l'l'llLSb :

Thich Tri Quang

DATES: CATEGORIES:

Spring, 1965 Diem
McNamara
Diem

Occurrence! : :
Higgins, in her book, quotes McNamara as stating in Spring of 1965 that: "Thich 

Tri Quang has made serious trouble for us before, and he will again. Perhaps the 
greatest mistake we made _was_when we gave Thich Tri Quang at the U. S.
Embassy." (from September through November 1963) Page 103

SOURCE: Our Vietnam Nightmare by Marguerite Higgins 
Harper and Rowe

STAFF : Dawson

FILE: DATE: July 3> 1975
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Colby, Wm. E. 
Breckinridge

CATEGORIES:

pre#*» r
IX - C - 2 - b

OCCURRENCE:

Breckinridge actually put together the I.G. Reports and he did so in 
response to a March 1967 Drew Pearson column to the effect that the agency 
was involved with criminal syndicates to assassinate Castro. As a result 
of discussions caused by the Pearson column, staff members in the I.G.'s 
office were directed to put together reports on CIA involvement in the 
assassination of Castro, Trujillo, and Diem (50).

SOURCE: STAFF:
SSCI; testimony of Wm. E. Colby, 6/11/75 JFD

Cage P.AT_E: 6/28/75
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PERSONS/ENTITIES: DATES: CATEGORIES:
IG REPORT
CONEIN
SPERA 31 May 1967 DIEM,V
DON, GENERAL
DIEM

• In concluding, the IG Report makes the following observations: "To recap:
(a) CIA was not in favor of the decision to abandon the DIEM regime, but faithfully carried 
out instructions. (2) CIA officers CONEIN and SPERA were the contacts with the coup gener
als, but only as approved and under instructions. (c) A CIA officer, CONEIN, was at the 
generals' command post throughout the fighting, (d) CONEIN furnished.GENERAL DON about 
$65,000 to buy off opposition military units while the coup was in progress, (e) CIA had 
no hand in the assassinations and had no foreknowledge of them."

SOURCE:

CIA IG Report, 1967, p. 4*1 
FILE:

STAFF:
R. DAWSON

DATE:
29 June 1975
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1 £ ft 1£.L US ’■

COLBY
DATES:

1975

CATEGORIES:

nr’rj iRRiwr.' • x i
— ------- ------ COLBY stated in response to the difficulty for the United States once it has
sought to acconplish objectives through foreign nationalists to control the actions of tho. 
foreign nationalists, that "Certainly the foreigner makes his own decisions at various th- 
the degree , to which he is going to do one thing or the other. The U.S. cannot control it. 
The U. S. can assist them, the U.S. can counsel him and advise him, perhaps influence him, 
but the control, that is....when you are dealing with essentially another soverign, why t; 
are limits to your degree of authority over them." p. 76

SOURCE:
Hearings, SSCI, June 20, 1975, Colby

FILE:

STAFF:
R. DAWSOiJ

DATE: 1 July 1975
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